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Mission Statement of the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation 
Department 
The mission of the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department is to advance Oklahoma’s 
exceptional quality of life by preserving, managing, and promoting our natural assets and 
cultural amenities. 

 

Vision Statement 
The vision of the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department is to promote and enhance 
tourism throughout the state; protect and preserve the environment and natural resources; educate 
the public about Oklahoma’s people and places; provide exceptional customer service to all 
citizens and visitors; create a team environment in which all employees are successful, 
productive, and valued; embrace and seek diversity in our workforce and those we serve. 

 

OTRD Values 
• Responsibility and leadership 
• Respect 
• Quality 
• Exemplary customer service 
• Balance and self-fulfillment 
• Teamwork and communication 
• Flexibility 
• Creativity and innovation 
• Coordination 
• Commitment 
• Integrity 
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Figure 0.1 – Broken Bow Dam (above) and Broken Bow Lake (below) 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

Resource Management Plan: Purpose and Process 
The Resource Management Plan (RMP) program and policy is to document management 
responsibilities to balance the use of water and land resources as they relate to recreation; in this 
instance, Beavers Bend State Park. As a guiding plan, the RMP seeks to propose long-term 
policy that limits adverse impacts to critical resources while providing protection and 
management of fish, wildlife, and other natural and cultural resources. In addition, the RMP will 
provide guidelines for public health and safety, public access, and a wide variety of outdoor 
recreational opportunities. 

The purpose and scope of the RMP are to provide background information, identify the policies 
and goals governing the management of Beavers Bend State Park and its incorporated resources, 
summarize the plan’s components, and provide descriptive and historical information related to 
the project. 

The ultimate purpose of the RMP is to establish a management framework for the conservation, 
protection, enhancement, development, and use of the physical and biological resources at 
Beavers Bend State Park. With regard to Beavers Bend State Park, the RMP is to: 

• Provide managers and decision-makers with long-term direction and guidance for the 
successful management of the resources at Beavers Bend State Park; 

• Ensure that management of the resources is compatible with authorized purposes; 

• Ensure that recreation experiences and facilities are compatible with other environmental 
resources; 

• Ensure that planned developments are based on public need and the ability of the 
environmental resources to accommodate such facilities and use; and 

• Resolve issues and concerns related to management of the environmental resources. 

Planning Process 
The planning process for preparation of this Resource Management Plan included discussion 
between research staff at Oklahoma State University (OSU) and management personnel from 
Oklahoma State Parks. In addition, the process incorporated (1) the acquisition of archival 
information from libraries, state parks, books, research reports, and other sources; (2) interviews 
of state park personnel; (3) records provided by state park management; (4) input from members 
of the public through surveys, comments cards, and focus groups; and (5) searches of the Internet 
for information that expanded on other archives. 

The purposes of public involvement are to inform the public and solicit public response 
regarding their needs, values, and evaluations of proposed solutions. Public involvement 
programs are designed not only to meet state and federal regulations, but also to include 
interested individuals, organizations, agencies, and governmental entities in the decision-making 
process. Techniques used for public involvement include interviews, workshops, advisory 
committees, informational brochures, surveys, and public hearings. The process of public 
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involvement is important to help strengthen the relationship between public and government 
agencies involved in the proposed plan. The relative success of public involvement techniques 
and the participation of supporting government agencies regarding the program as a whole is 
indicated by how well informed the public is and by how much the public has contributed to 
making environmentally sound, feasible decisions that are supported by a significant segment of 
the public. The public involvement process for the Beavers Bend State Park RMP is incorporated 
into the text of this document. 

The original concept in preparation of an RMP is a federal action that requires compliance with 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); therefore, the public involvement process must 
fulfill the RMP and NEPA requirements as well as those of other entities. Oklahoma State Parks 
has committed the agency to follow a similar model at the state level for all state parks. 

Using several public involvement methods to gain insight into the concerns of the public and 
governmental agencies potentially affected by provisions of the Beavers Bend State Park RMP, 
representatives from OSU compiled and analyzed the data. The public involvement process 
offered citizens and various interest groups information about the project and its potential 
impacts. This course of action was used to gather information, ideas, and concerns regarding the 
different issues to be compiled and addressed to determine issues of public concern. The issues 
were then evaluated resulting in alternative solutions and recommendations for the park. 

Finally, the RMP process included integration of global positional system (GPS) technology into 
Geographic Information System (GIS) software to document features and attributes within the 
park. This component of the process permits an on-going record of facilities with their respective 
attributes, locations, and conditions. As a result, the GPS and GIS components of the RMP 
process are integral to on-going implementation and application of the planning effort. 

Agencies Involved 
In 2006, Oklahoma State Parks, through the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department 
(OTRD), contracted with Oklahoma State University to prepare Resource Management Plans for 
each park. This agreement specified Beavers Bend State Park during 2009 – 2010, and the intent 
of the agreement is to continue the RMP process across all state parks in Oklahoma. 

The RMP agreement became effective July 1, 2009 between Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation 
Department and Oklahoma State University. Following a meeting between OTRD and OSU staff 
information, reports, and comment cards were provided to OSU for review. In accordance with 
the RMP contract, OSU performed research services and delivered reports to OTRD concluding 
with a written plan for Beavers Bend State Park in June 2010. 

The authority for the agreement between OTRD and OSU is based upon Title 74 § 2213 as 
authorized by Engrossed Senate Bill 823 of the 2005 session: “The Commission may contract for 
the study, analysis, and planning as reasonably necessary to aid in determining the feasibility of 
leasing, selling or privately managing or developing the property or facilities under the control of 
the Commission. The Commission shall be exempt from the competitive bidding requirements of 
the Competitive Bidding Act for the purpose of soliciting, negotiating, and effectuating such a 
contract or contracts.” 

Further, this authority is specified in Title 74 § 2215 which states: the Division of State Parks, 
subject to the policies and rules of the Commission shall formulate, establish, maintain, and 
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periodically review, with public participation, a resource management plan for each state 
park. The resource management plan, upon approval by the Commission, shall be considered a 
guide for the development, utilization, protection, and management of the state park and its 
natural, cultural, historic, and recreational resources. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 – Northern reaches of Broken Bow Lake 
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  Figure 1.2 – Mountain Fork River within Beavers Bend State Park 
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Chapter 2 – Project Description 
 

About the Park 
The Division of State Parks, a part of the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department, is 
governed by the laws of the state of Oklahoma. These laws define the authority for the Division 
and the context in which individual state parks are managed. Title 74 § 2214 of the Oklahoma 
Statutes states that the Division of State Parks shall, subject to the policies and rules of the 
Commission: 

1. Conserve, preserve, plan, supervise, construct, enlarge, reduce, improve, 
maintain, equip and operate parkland, public recreation facilities, lodges, 
cabins, camping sites, scenic trails, picnic sites, golf courses, boating, and 
swimming facilities, and other similar facilities in state parks reasonably 
necessary and useful in promoting the public use of state parks under the 
jurisdiction and control of the Commission; 

2. Supervise the management and use of state properties and facilities under 
the jurisdiction of the Commission. The Commission may adopt rules to 
lease concessions in any state-owned facility if the Commission deems it 
feasible; 

3. Authorize those employees in the Park Manager job family classification 
series, as established by the Oklahoma Office of Personnel Management, to 
maintain administrative control over all facilities, programs, operations, 
services, and employees in the park to which they are assigned; and 

4. Enforce the rules and policies governing the use of and conduct of patrons in 
all recreational facilities and properties of the Commission. 

Purpose and Significance of Beavers Bend State Park 
An initial requirement of the RMP process is the development of a purpose statement for the 
property under consideration. The process selected for the development of resource management 
plans for state parks requires purpose statements and statements of significance for each park. 
These statements drive the decisions as to planning for the respective parks, since individual 
parks in the state park system do not have identical purposes or intents. 

At the initiation of this project, a purpose statement for Beavers Bend State Park did not exist. As 
a result, it was necessary that one be developed. Research staff from OSU worked with OTRD 
staff, representing Beavers Bend State Park and the broader agency, to develop a draft purpose 
statement. During that process staff created the following statement. 

The purpose of Beavers Bend State Park is to provide for the protection and 
public enjoyment of the natural, scenic, historic, and ecological resources and 
values that exist within the park property. Park management will conserve the 
natural, cultural, scenic, historic and environmentally-based recreational resources 
within the park, and make them forever available for the education and enjoyment 
of all people. As one of the original Oklahoma State Parks, Beavers Bend 
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encompasses a forest, lake, and river ecosystem in a surrounding mountain 
environment. Beavers Bend provides visitor amenities compatible with a resort 
park as defined by OTRD, and includes historic structures built by the Civilian 
Conservation Corps. 

Similarly, in response to requests from the research staff, OTRD personnel developed a 
statement of significance for Beavers Bend State Park. That statement follows: 

Beavers Bend State Park encompasses a unique and historic forested ecosystem in 
a surrounding mountain environment. The park provides an ecosystem that 
supports flora and fauna uncommon in other parts of Oklahoma. Further, Beavers 
Bend State Park includes structures, buildings, and impoundments from the 
Civilian Conservation Corps and more recent efforts in an environment that 
provides visitors the opportunity to form valuable memories and influences the 
lives of generations of guests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 demonstrates the inter-relationship of purpose and significance statements with the 
mission of the management agency in decisions related to a given park or property. This model 
has been developed by the National Park Service to assure consistency between the mission of 
the National Park Service and the operation of their respective properties. In a similar manner, 
park purpose statements and park significance can be consistent with the mission of the 
Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department. 

Geographic Location of Beavers Bend State Park 
Beavers Bend State Park is located in McCurtain County in the southeastern corner of Oklahoma 
(Figure 2.2). Historically, Hochatown State Park has been identified as a separate park from 
Beavers Bend, but for the purposes of this RMP, the two parks are incorporated into a single 
unit. Currently the two parks are managed as a single park – Beavers Bend State Park. 

All decisions 
about the park 

Park 
Purpose 

 OTRD 
Mission 

Park 
Significance 

Figure 2.1 – Utilization of purpose and significance statements 

Source: National Park Service 
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Figure 2.2 – Geographic location of McCurtain County, Oklahoma 

Source: maps.com 
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McCurtain County encompasses about 1852 square miles of diverse landscape as the 
southeastern-most county in Oklahoma, bordering on Arkansas and Texas (Figure 2.2). In this 
location, McCurtain County is approximately 250 miles from Oklahoma City (OK), 220 miles 
from Tulsa (OK), 200 miles from Dallas (TX), and 150 miles from Shreveport (LA). As a result, 
the county is less than a half day drive from a large population base. 

As shown in Figure 2.3, McCurtain County is served by two major highways. The east/west 
traffic is primarily served by federal Highway 70, linking Broken Bow and Idabel within 
McCurtain County to Hugo, Oklahoma, on the west and DeQueen, Arkansas on the east. 
Similarly, federal Highway 259 serves traffic north and south through McCurtain County, as do 
state Highway 3 and Highway 7. 

 

 

 

The property traditionally identified as Beavers Bend State Park is located along the Mountain 
Fork River at the south end of Broken Bow Lake. This location along the river is enhanced by 
the varied terrain that produced a large bend in the river flow. This portion of Beavers Bend State 
Park is accessible from Highway 259A, directly from federal Highway 259, about seven miles 
north of Broken Bow. The property traditionally identified as Hochatown State Park is located 
on the west side of Broken Bow Lake and is served by a number of spurs from Highway 259. 
Three primary roads serve as the principal access points for traffic entering this portion of 
Beavers Bend State Park. For clarity in the RMP, these properties will be referred to as Beavers 
Bend State Park on the River and Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. 

Figure 2.3 – Geographic location of Beavers Bend State Park 

Source: Google maps 
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Figure 2.4 – Route of de la Harpe 

Source: Lewis, 1924 

Numerous county roads and other routes provide additional access to the various areas around 
Broken Bow Lake. Many of these secondary and tertiary roads are limited in volume of travel 
and most are gravel. 

Community and Regional Context 

Brief History of McCurtain County 
Early European expeditions into the forests and mountains of the future state of Oklahoma are 
poorly documented. This region was first explored by the Spanish, but little evidence or record 
remains from those excursions. It was the French who had the greater impact on the region 
through contact with the native Indians and the naming of various places. 

As early as 1718, French explorers brought the first influences of Europe to what would become 
southeastern Oklahoma. By 1719, Bernard de la Harpe worked his way from Louisiana along the 
north side of the Red River into the future McCurtain County. During these French excursions 
and fur trading expeditions, reasonably good relations were established with the Indians of the 
area. In fact, the native residents were considered to be citizens of France until the Louisiana 
Purchase in 1803. 

La Harpe was instructed by the Council of 
Louisiana to explore the Red River and learn more 
about the resident Indians in the area. In addition, 
he was to establish posts along his route. The 
native nations that la Harpe encountered included 
the Nassonites, Cadodaquious (“real Caddo”), 
Nadacos, and Natchitoches (Lewis, 1924). La 
Harpe provided a journal among his records 
describing the area he explored. These 
descriptions acknowledge grounds “abounding 
with the most luxuriant growth of rich timber, but 
subject to partial inundation at particular rainy 
seasons.” The Red River and tributaries were 
often surrounded by cane, oak and hickory 
uplands, and prairies. 

Several of the tribes la Harpe encountered were 
part of the Caddo Confederacy. These included 
the Hasinai (Lower Caddo), Caddo, and 
Paniouassa (Lower or Southern Pawnee). Further 
west, la Harpe met with representatives of the 
Comanche, Plains Apache, and the Arikara. In 
addition, reports of encounters between tribes 
indicated that contact frequently occurred with the 
Anahous (Osage), Kiowas, Canicons (Tunica), 
and the Tanoayoe (Tonkawa). 

Following the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, this area became part of the land claimed and owned 
by the United States. With the initiation of the Jackson Doctrine on removal of Indian nations 
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from European settled areas to the east, numerous treaties were signed with the various nations 
for land to the west, including Oklahoma. 

With the purchase of this land by the United States, several American expeditions were 
authorized into the area. The first of these expeditions was led in 1805 by Dr. John Sibley, Indian 
Agent for the new territory. Captain Richard Sparks attempted an 1806 expedition up the Red 
River, but was forced to retreat by the Spanish. Other expeditions were led by Major Stephen H. 
Long (1817) and Thomas Nuttal (1819). 

In 1820, the Federal Government signed a treaty with the Choctaw Indians providing for an 
exchange of Choctaw Lands in Mississippi for a large part of the southeastern portion of what is 
now the State of Oklahoma. A portion of that exchange included what is now McCurtain County. 
As a result of this exchange, McCurtain County became the southeast portion of the Choctaw 
Indian Nation.  

By 1825, the present county boundary was established by survey when the western Arkansas 
boundary was moved to its present location in order to give the Choctaw Nation all of what is 
now McCurtain County, Oklahoma. McCurtain County was named for a prominent Choctaw 
Indian family, from which four members served as chief of the Choctaw Indian Nation.  

Numerous place names within the County are reminders of this history. While originally known 
as the Massern Mountain Range, the prominent mountain features in this area were renamed the 
Ouachita Mountains. In the Choctaw language, “Owa-chita” described hunting trips – a common 
activity into the mountains of this area. 

The Kiamichi Mountains were named by the French from a word meaning the “Horned 
Screamer.” This is commonly associated with hawks that inhabited the mountains. 

Hochatown was one of several early Choctaw communities settled as early as the 1830s. This 
name was derived from the Choctaw “huncho” meaning river and the English “town.” The 
original location of Hochatown was inundated by the development of Broken Bow Lake, but the 
name remained as a small community on the western side of the lake. 

The city of Broken Bow became the center of the state's timber production and was named by the 
Dierks brothers for their Nebraska home. The Dierks brothers were early lumbermen and had 
formed several timber companies in the area. As a result, the Dierks family and their corporate 
operations owned or controlled much of the land and timber in McCurtain County, 

As the population increased, the Broken Bow post office was established in 1911. There is some 
disagreement as to the history of the other major population center and county seat – Idabel. 
Some sources claim Idabel was originally known as Pernell and that it was later renamed after 
the wife of John Randolph Dillon, an executive and engineer of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas 
Railroad. Other sources indicate the community was originally named Mitchell and then 
renamed Idabel in honor of the daughters, Ida and Belle, of a Choctaw citizen on whose land the 
town was built. 

Demographic and Socioeconomic Conditions and Impact 
The U.S. Bureau of Census provides summary data related to the demographic profile of the 
residents of McCurtain County. For comparison and trend purposes, these data are presented 
over a period of years with the most recent information provided as a portrait of current 
conditions in the county. 
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The following tables provide this summary based upon data retrieved during the summer 2009 
from http://factfinder.census.gov. 

Table 2.1 – Population of McCurtain County 

Year 2008 (est.) 2000 1990 1980 1970 

Population 33,532 34,402 33,433 36,151 28,642 

Table 2.2 – Demographic Characteristics of the Population 

Factor Detail on factor Number Percent 

Sex and Age Male 16,557 48.1 

 Female 17,845 51.9 

 Median age (years) 36  

 Under 18 years of age 9,693 28.2 

 18 years of age and over 24,709 71.8 

 65 years of age and over 4,811 14.0 

Race White 24,675 70.5 

 Black or African American 3,200 9.3 

 American Indian/ Alaskan Native 4,669 13.6 

 Asian 74 0.2 

 Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 4 0.0 

 Other 461 1.3 

 Two or more races 1,727 5.0 

Hispanic/Latino Of any race 1,064 3.1 

 

Based upon the population figures in Table 2.1, it is apparent that the population of McCurtain 
County has varied in recent decades, reaching a high in 1980, and then declining 2.5% from 
2000 to 2008. This pattern of decline of population in rural counties in Oklahoma is quite 
common. 

http://factfinder.census.gov/�
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The population characteristics detailed in Table 2.2 indicate that McCurtain County shows 
greater diversity than is shown across the state of Oklahoma. McCurtain County has a lower 
percentage of persons indicating they are White (70.5%) than is true in Oklahoma more broadly 
(78.5%). The greatest variance is shown between the American Indian population in McCurtain 
County (13.6%) and the 8.1% of the population identified as American Indian across the state. 
By contrast, the state of Oklahoma reports 6.6% of its population to be Hispanic of any race, 
while McCurtain County is slightly lower at 3.1%. 

Table 2.3 – Household Characteristics in McCurtain County 

Household Related Factor Number Percentage 

Number of households 13,216  

Population in households 33,892 98.5 

Households with a child or children under 18 5,142 38.9 

Households with person 65 years and over 3,450 26.1 

Occupied housing units 13,216 85.7 

Vacant housing units 2,211 14.3 

Seasonal or recreational housing units 540 3.5 

As shown in Table 2.3, 98.5% of the population resides in households, while the remainder of 
the population lives in non-household units such as group homes or senior centers. The general 
household characteristics represented in McCurtain County are similar to those across 
Oklahoma, with one exception. McCurtain County has a higher percentage of seasonal or 
recreational housing units than would be found in most areas of Oklahoma – with the exception 
of portions of northeastern Oklahoma. The number of recreational housing units in McCurtain 
County is increasing more rapidly than the number of occupied households in the county. 

Table 2.4 – Financial Characteristics in McCurtain County  

Characteristic or Factor Number Percentage 

Median household income $24,162  

Households below poverty level 2,037 21.0 

Individuals below poverty level 8,355 24.7 

Households with public assistance income 1,312 9.9 

The percentage of households in McCurtain County that are below the established poverty levels 
is 21%, well above the 14% that are below the poverty level across the state of Oklahoma. In 
consideration of individuals rather than households, McCurtain County reports 25.2% of its 
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population below the poverty level as compared with 15.8% across the state of Oklahoma. This 
is verified by the median household income in the county at $24,162 which is about half of the 
national average ($44,334) and well below that for the rest of Oklahoma ($37,109). 

Financial characteristics in a population tend to be highly correlated with educational levels 
within the population. Table 2.5 reports the level of education attained by persons in McCurtain 
County above the age of 25. For comparison purposes, approximately 80.6% of Oklahomans 
have completed a high school diploma or equivalency as contrasted with 69.2% of the eligible 
population in McCurtain County. In addition, approximately 20% of all Oklahomans have 
completed a baccalaureate degree or higher as compared with 10.8% of the eligible population in 
McCurtain County. 

Table 2.5 – Education Characteristics in McCurtain County 

Educational Attainment (25 years old and above) Number Percentage 

Less than 9th grade 2,507 11.5 

9th to 12th grade, no diploma 4,222 19.3 

High school diploma or equivalency 7,913 36.2 

Some college, no degree 3,919 17.9 

Associate degree 953 4.4 

Bachelor’s degree 1,553 7.1 

Graduate or professional degree 808 3.7 

Table 2.6 – Employment Characteristics in McCurtain County 

Characteristic or Factor Number Percentage 

Population in the labor force (16 years and over) 14,295 55.3 

Employed 13,236 51.2 

Private wage and salary workers 9,225 69.7 

Government workers 2,380 18.0 

Self-employed (non-incorporated business) 1,526 11.5 

Unpaid family workers 105 0.8 

Another demographic factor that is highly correlated with financial characteristics and 
educational characteristics is employment. The employment figures for McCurtain County are 
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reported in Table 2.6. As of 2006, McCurtain County reported 582 private, nonfarm business 
establishments employing 8,297 persons. 

Another demographic factor that assists in understanding the local population is related to 
persons with disabilities. Among those persons in McCurtain County under the age of 20, there 
are 822 individuals or 9.8% of the population with a disability. This percentage increases in the 
population from ages 21 to 64 years to 27.5% or 5,075 individuals. Among those persons aged 
65 years or more, 54.6% or 2,424 individuals have one or more disabilities. 

In summary, McCurtain County is a rural area with approximately 18 persons per square mile as 
compared to an average of 50.3 for Oklahoma. This rural environment has yielded limited 
employment opportunities for its population. The population is more racially diverse but less 
educated in formal measures than is true for the general state population and is well below the 
income levels for the state of Oklahoma. At the same time, the population in McCurtain County 
shows a higher percentage of its population to have one or more disabilities than is true across 
the state. 

The percentage of seasonal or recreational households in McCurtain County is higher than that in 
most of Oklahoma. In addition, this pattern of recreational property development has been 
increasing in recent years. 

Competing Recreational Opportunities 
Southeastern Oklahoma and the adjoining areas in western Arkansas provide an environment of 
forests, lakes, and mountains that offer some similar outdoor recreation experiences to those 
provided at Beavers Bend State Park. Most of these areas have been developed at differing levels 
from that within the Beavers Bend property. 

Within McCurtain County, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) manages the properties 
on Pine Creek Lake in the western part of the county. These USACE recreational sites include 
campgrounds, picnic facilities, and boat ramps similar to those available at Beavers Bend State 
Park on the Lake. Approximately 50 miles west of the Broken Bow area at Hugo, Oklahoma, in 
Choctaw County, the USACE has developed Hugo Lake. The Oklahoma Tourism and 
Recreation Department operates Hugo State Park through a contract with Little Dixie 
Community Action Agency of Hugo. Hugo State Park includes campgrounds, picnic areas, boat 
ramps, cabins, and a marina. Neither Hugo State Park nor Pine Creek Lake includes the scenic 
values associated with Beavers Bend State Park. 

The adjoining county northwest of McCurtain County is Pushmataha County. At the northern 
end of Pushmataha County, OTRD operates Clayton Lake State Park under contract to Little 
Dixie Community Action Agency. Clayton Lake State Park offers cabins, campgrounds, and 
picnic areas with a significantly smaller lake environment than that available at Beavers Bend 
State Park. 

Immediately north of Clayton Lake is a larger USACE lake – Sardis Lake. This lake also 
includes picnic areas, camping, and boat ramps. However, the public access areas at Sardis Lake 
have not been developed to the extent of those at Beavers Bend State Park. 

The county north of McCurtain County in Oklahoma is Leflore County. Within Leflore County, 
Oklahoma State Parks operates three additional state park properties: Talimena State Park, 
Heavener Runestone State Park, and Lake Wister State Park. Talimena State Park offers camping 
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and hiking opportunities in a forest and mountain environment, but without a lake. Talimena 
does not compete with Beavers Bend in provision of recreation opportunities. Heavener 
Runestone State Park is a day-use only park providing picnicking, hiking, historic, and 
archeological experiences for visitors. The experiences at Heavener Runestone State Park do not 
compete with experiences at Beavers Bend State Park. 

Lake Wister State Park is operated on a USACE reservoir about ninety miles north of Beavers 
Bend State Park. Lake Wister includes camping, picnicking, cabins, hiking, and boating 
opportunities for visitors. Lake Wister may be an alternative location for visitors to Beavers 
Bend State Park, but it would generally be perceived as a secondary level of recreation 
opportunity for most visitors. Lake Wister would offer a lesser sense of crowding than that which 
occurs at Beavers Bend on many holidays and weekends. 

Leflore County and northern McCurtain County also include the Ouachita National Forest. The 
principal recreational developments within the Ouachita National Forest in Oklahoma include 
Cedar Lake Recreation Area, Winding Stair Recreation Area, and Billy Creek Campground. 
Winding Stair and Billy Creek offer forest camping and hiking experiences; Winding Stair 
includes a higher level of development than does Billy Creek. Both of these campgrounds are in 
mountain environments, but they do not offer water-based recreation opportunities. 

Cedar Lake is a small impoundment offering minimal boating opportunities in a no-wake 
environment. Cedar Lake includes well-developed campgrounds and hiking trails, plus a large 
equestrian campground. The recreational opportunities provided at Cedar Lake Recreation Area 
do not compete directly with those at Beavers Bend State Park. 

Across the border in Arkansas and within the Ouachita National Forest, Queen Wilhelmina State 
Park and Lodge offers camping, picnicking, hiking, and a lodge within a mountain environment. 
Queen Wilhelmina Lodge may attract similar visitors to those at Lakeview Lodge in Beavers 
Bend State Park, but Queen Wilhelmina State Park does not offer the same recreational 
opportunities as those at Beavers Bend State Park. 

Other Arkansas state parks just east of Beavers Bend are Cossatot River State Park, Daisy State 
Park, and Millwood State Park. These parks offer camping, picnicking, and hiking experiences in 
a mountain environment. Cossatot River State Park offers float and angling experiences similar 
to those on the Mountain Fork River. Daisy State Park and Millwood State Park are located on 
lakes and offer boating experiences similar to those at Beavers Bend State Park. 

South of the Red River are a number of Texas state parks in the Interstate Highway 30 corridor 
between Dallas and Texarkana. Most of these provide camping in a lake environment, but none 
of these parks offer the water quality or environmental aesthetics associated with a recreation 
experience at Beavers Bend State Park in Oklahoma. 

Park History 
The Oklahoma legislature created a State Park Commission on March 1, 1935 as a subsidiary of 
the State Game and Fish Commission. Initially seven state parks were established, including 
Beavers Bend State Park – described as 1,250 acres, donated by citizens of Idabel and Broken 
Bow, located nine miles north of Broken Bow (listed as Sherwood, Oklahoma) on the Mountain 
Fork River (Report of the Oklahoma State Park Commission, October 31, 1936). The report 
asserts that “all parks are easily accessible from Oklahoma’s ever-expanding highway system.” 
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During that first year of operation as a state park, Beavers Bend reported 2,008 visitors for an 
average of 16.45 visitors per day with a total of 488 vehicles. This occurred despite an 
assessment that “development began about September 1, 1935, and it is obvious that none of our 
parks are ready to receive visitors.” 

 

 

 

 

 

McCurtain Gazette 
July 16, 1935 

State Park on Mountain Fork River Assured 

Deed for land will be made to the state today 

The citizens of Idabel and Broken Bow have raised the necessary money to pay for the land 
which is being donated to the state for a state park and the deed from the Choctaw Lumber 
company to the state of Oklahoma will be given Wednesday. The citizens of Idabel donated 
$1084.84 and Broken Bow $724.00. 

Barracks in Beavers Bend on Mt. Fork River are almost completed for occupancy of a CCC 
Camp numbered as Company 2815, Park Project #20. 

McCurtain Gazette 
June 29, 1935 

State Park Assured on Mountain Fork River  

Land Purchase Project Approved by Park Comm. 

Twelve hundred acres of land in Beavers Bend has been purchased by the citizens of Broken 
Bow, Idabel and other communities as the site for a state park. The work at the state park is 
to be done by the federal government, and a camp will be erected for a CCC company at an 
early date. The barracks and other buildings are to be of the portable type and large crews of 
men are now engaged in building the structures. 

According to A.R. Reeves of Oklahoma City, who is connected to the State Park 
Commission, the park will be enclosed with a substantial fence, a home for the park keeper 
and camp cabins are to be erected. Trails will be laid out throughout the park, and drives 
built. Mr. Reeves also stated that the park would be maintained by the state. 

Figure 2.6 – Replica of Announcement of Beavers Bend State Park 

Source: Jacobs and Jacobs, 2008 – quoting from McCurtain Gazette 

McCurtain Gazette 
July 16, 1935 

State Park on Mountain Fork River Assured 

Deed for land will be made to the state today 

The citizens of Idabel and Broken Bow have raised the necessary money to pay for the land 
which is being donated to the state for a state park and the deed from the Choctaw Lumber 
company to the state of Oklahoma will be given Wednesday. The citizens of Idabel donated 
$1084.84 and Broken Bow $724.00. 

Barracks in Beavers Bend on Mt. Fork River are almost completed for occupancy of a CCC 
Camp numbered as Company 2815, Park Project #20. 

McCurtain Gazette 
June 29, 1935 

State Park Assured on Mountain Fork River  

Land Purchase Project Approved by Park Comm. 

Twelve hundred acres of land in Beavers Bend has been purchased by the citizens of Broken 
Bow, Idabel and other communities as the site for a state park. The work at the state park is 
to be done by the federal government, and a camp will be erected for a CCC company at an 
early date. The barracks and other buildings are to be of the portable type and large crews of 
men are now engaged in building the structures. 

According to A.R. Reeves of Oklahoma City, who is connected to the State Park 
Commission, the park will be enclosed with a substantial fence, a home for the park keeper 
and camp cabins are to be erected. Trails will be laid out throughout the park, and drives 
built. Mr. Reeves also stated that the park would be maintained by the state. 

Figure 2.5 – Replica of Announcement of Land Transfer 

Source: Jacobs and Jacobs, 2008 – quoting from McCurtain Gazette 
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Figure 2.7 – Rendition of 
“National Park Service 
rustic” architecture 

Source: National Park Service 

A Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp had been established in each of the state parks, 
conducting work under the exclusive direction of the National Park Service. This was true at 
Beavers Bend State Park with the establishment of CCC Company 2815 in August 1935. 
Supervision during the first year at Beavers Bend was budgeted at $21,830.35 yielding 31,130 
man hours valued at $119,052.31 (Reeves, 1938). 

The first annual report of the Division of State Parks (Reeves, 1938) indicates that Beavers Bend 
had an area of 1,250 acres donated by the citizens of Idabel and Broken Bow. Other documents 
indicate that residents of Idabel and Broken Bow had raised $2,400 as a donation to the State 
Parks Commission; the state then purchased the land from the Choctaw Lumber Company 
(Jacobs, 2008). Additional documents showing these transactions are included in Appendix B. 
An additional 380 acres were in the process of purchase by the state, and an additional 110 acres 
were in negotiation. A small impoundment of the Mountain Fork River by the Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) developed a lake “for a distance of 7000 feet” to be utilized as a 
swimming pool (Reeves, 1938). 

The name of the park at Beavers Bend was derived from one of the original settlers, John 
Beavers, who had received the property as allotted land. Copies of documents related to property 
transactions, included in Appendix B, show the transfer of land from Leuvina Beavers nee 
Hudson, originally from the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations to the State of Oklahoma. 

Among the projects completed by the CCC at Beavers Bend was the construction of a 5.2 mile 
road from Highway 259 (then known as Highway 21) east to the Camp 2815 location. Other 
projects during the first three years of this camp included construction of a bathhouse and 14 
rental cabins (Jacobs, 2008). The bathhouse now serves as the nature center for Beavers Bend 

State Park (Weisiger et al., 1993). Appendix A provides 
documentation of a survey conducted by the Oklahoma 
State Historic Preservation office of the various CCC 
projects that remain extant. 

Historic structures on property remain from the efforts of 
the CCC. The design commonly utilized by members of 
these camps was “National Park Service rustic” 
architecture. As stated by Dr. Bob Blackburn (2004), “In 
the parks, the organic style could be seen everywhere. 
Roads nestled into natural contours of the land, offering a 
variety of vistas around every turn. Cabins were built with 
locally cut stone, hand-hewn timbers, and rough-cut plans, 
giving the impression that the structures grew out of the 
land. Signs with directions to campgrounds were 
artistically carved into stone and wood. The CCC boys also 
helped Mother Nature by planting millions of trees and 
shrubs, seamlessly connecting the built environment with 
the natural setting.” Appendix A identifies many of the 
CCC properties at Beavers Bend State Park. 
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Figure 2.8 – Civilian Conservation Corps camp (typical) 

Source: Oklahoma Historical Society, 1938 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In commenting on the purpose of Oklahoma State Parks, the 1935 Commission asserted “a state 
park system is an investment which pays rich dividends in dollars and cents, aside from the 
greater returns in outdoor life and enjoyment.” This initial purpose of the parks was enhanced by 
the work of the CCC, “men technically trained in all phases of park activity and development, 
which includes geologists, foresters, wildlife technicians and engineers” (Reeves, 1936). 

A discussion of the history of Beavers Bend State Park includes Broken Bow Lake as authorized 
by the Flood Control Act approved July 3, 1958 (HD 170, 85th Congress, 1st Session), and the 
Flood Control Act approved October 23, 1967 (SD 137, 87th Congress, 2nd Session). The 
project was designed and built under the supervision of the Department of the Army Tulsa 
District Corps of Engineers. Construction was initiated in November 1961 and the project was 
placed in full operation in October 1969. The construction of Broken Bow Lake inundated the 
small community of Hochatown, requiring that its residents move to higher ground to the west. 

Broken Bow Lake is the impoundment of the Mountain Fork River with storage based on a 
contributing drainage area of 754 square miles. Normal pool elevation is 602.50 feet, with the 
top of the flood control pool at 627.50 feet. When the conservation pool is full, the lake contains 
461,064 acre-feet of water. At the top of the power pool elevation (599.50 feet) there are 918,800 
acre-feet of water in storage with 14,200 surface acres, whereas the flood control pool would 
contain 1,368,800 acre-feet and a surface area of 18,000 acres. At the top of the power pool, 
Broken Bow Lake has a shoreline of 180 miles and extends 22 miles northward, upstream from 
the dam. 

The dam is a rolled earthfill structure 2,750 feet long, rising 225 feet above the streambed. It 
includes concrete, gated construction with eight Tainter gates, each of which is 40 feet by 40 
feet. The spillway is 376 feet long, but combined with the dam and dike system is 4,026 feet 
long. The authorized project purposes for Broken Bow Lake include flood control, recreation, 
hydroelectric power, water supply, fish and wildlife habitat. Assignment of water quality control 
as a project purpose occurred with later Congressional action. The powerhouse at Broken Bow 
Lake includes two power units, each rated at 50,000 kilowatts. The first power unit went on line 
in January 1970, followed by the second unit in June 1970. 
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Below the dam, and downriver from 
Beavers Bend State Park on the River, the 
Army Corps of Engineers constructed a 
reregulation impoundment (Figure 2.9) to 
regulate water flows. This Reregulation 
Area has become a favorite recreation 
location for canoeists and floaters. The 
recreation development near the 
Reregulation Dam is discussed later. 

Above the dam, the USACE acquired the necessary property for the lakebed and the immediately 
surrounding surface area. While the Corps of Engineers has maintained ownership of most of the 
property immediately adjacent to Broken Bow Lake, they have entered into management 
agreements with the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation for the Broken Bow 
Wildlife Management Area and McCurtain County Wilderness Area. 

Through a series of agreements, the state of Oklahoma and the USACE transferred properties 
that were essential for the construction of the dam on the Mountain Fork River. Some of these 
transfers included third parties, such as Weyerhaeuser. 

Property on the west side of Broken Bow Lake, near the newly relocated community of 
Hochatown, was readily accessible from U.S. Highway 259. Some of this property was 
minimally developed by the USACE for recreational purposes, leading to a lease on January 1, 
1966 of 3,875.27 acres from the Corps to the Oklahoma Industrial Development and Park 
Department, a forerunner to the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department. These 
properties were leased for “public park and recreational purposes” through December 31, 2015 
(Appendix B). This lease includes handwritten notes and other entries referring to the property as 
“Mountain Fork State Park.” However, the accepted name for this larger acreage became 
Hochatown State Park – now Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. 

This lease was modified slightly in 1967, including an extension of the lease for the property 
through December 31, 2016 as shown in Appendix B. Then in 1975, an additional 58.08 acres 
was acquired from Weyerhaeuser at the north edge of Cedar Creek Golf Course. 

A further modification of the property lease occurred January 20, 1997, with signature of a new 
lease agreement extending through November 30, 2021 (Appendix B). This agreement 
terminated all prior lease agreements and provided greater detail on several major policy issues. 
In addition, the current lease includes an inventory by count and condition of developments on 
the various properties covered by the lease as of the date of signing. The properties included in 
the lease are (1) the River Bend area of Beavers Bend State Park on the River, (2) Stevens Gap, 
Carson Creek, and Cedar Creek in Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake, (3) Mountain Fork, 
otherwise known as the Reregulation Area, (4) Holly Creek, a primitive and remote camping 
area on the north end of Broken Bow Lake, and (5) Panther Creek, a campground and river 
access location along the Mountain Fork River north of the lake environment. Stevens Gap is 

Figure 2.9 – Reregulation Dam on 
the Lower Mountain Fork River 
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alternatively spelled as Stephens Gap, but, for consistency in this report, the spelling will be 
Stevens Gap. 

As a result of these various designations and leases, Beavers Bend State Park is identified in 
OTRD literature as including 7,255 combined park acres and 14,240 combined lake acres 
(Mountain Fork River and Broken Bow Reservoir). However, the original park includes 1,300 
acres, while the lease from the USACE added 5,955 acres for a total of about 7,255 acres at the 
various park properties. 

Significant Development of Property and Facilities 
Development of the current facilities and property at Beavers Bend State Park has occurred over 
almost a century. As a result, the following discussion of facilities and property development 
focuses on what exists in 2009, rather than recounting what has been at various points in the past 
– unless historically significant properties or features are involved. 

Figure 2.11 on the following page shows the development in the original portion of Beavers 
Bend State Park on the River, while Figure 2.12 on page 34 shows the development in the 
Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. 

 

Figure 2.10 – Swimming beach at Beavers Bend State Park 
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Figure 2.11 – Development of Beavers Bend State Park on the River  
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Figure 2.12 – Development of Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake 
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Physical Setting 
As presented in earlier discussion, Beavers Bend State Park is located in McCurtain County of 
southeastern Oklahoma. This area is characterized by the oak/shortleaf pine forests common to 
the hills and mountains on the southwestern edge of the Ouachita Mountains. The lower slopes 
of these hills and mountains include sugar and red maples, beech, sweet gum, and red and white 
oak. Similarly, the upland areas include forests of shortleaf pine, hickory, post and blackjack 
oak. 

Because of the forests, the geology, and the somewhat inaccessible features of the landscape, 
much of this area is inappropriate for traditional agriculture. By contrast, the land surrounding 
Beavers Bend State Park has been a productive forest throughout human history. These features 
led to acquisition of much of the property surrounding Broken Bow Lake and the Mountain Fork 
River by the United States Forest Service. The area is part of the Ouachita National Forest, the 
oldest national forest in the southern part of the United States. 

 
  

Beavers Bend State Park 

McCurtain County Wilderness Area 

Ouachita National Forest 

Figure 2.13 – Ouachita National Forest 
surrounding Beavers Bend State Park 

Source: Google maps 
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Numerous “in-holdings,” privately owned properties within the larger federal ownership, are 
common throughout the Ouachita National Forest and in the district surrounding Broken Bow 
Lake and Beavers Bend State Park. As a result, private development of businesses and residential 
areas has occurred to some extent around the park, particularly along Highway 259 and 259A. 
To a lesser extent, private development has occurred along Stevens Gap Road, Carson Creek 
Road, and the Golf Course Road. 

As shown in Figure 2.13, the northeast portion of Broken Bow Lake is adjoined by the 
McCurtain County Wilderness Area. The Oklahoma Legislature dedicated 14,087 acres assigned 
to the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation (ODWC) in 1918. The McCurtain County 
Wilderness is managed by ODWC as a wildlife refuge and forest sanctuary. 

Natural Resources in the Park 

Climate and Air Quality 
As is true for most of the state of Oklahoma, Beavers Bend State Park is included in the humid, 
sub-tropical climate type using the Koeppen classification (National Geographic Society, 2008). 
This climate type is characterized by hot muggy summers and mild winters. The summers 
include frequent thunderstorms, while the precipitation in the winter is mostly rain resulting from 
mid-latitude cyclones. This portion of Oklahoma receives the highest annual rainfall in the state, 
averaging about 47.5 inches per year. Temperatures range from an average high of 93o 
Fahrenheit during the summer, mainly July and August, to an average low of 28o during January. 
During the summers, it is quite common for temperatures to exceed 100o. Within McCurtain 
County, areas to the west of Beavers Bend are frequently hotter during the summer, while areas 
just north of the park are frequently slightly cooler than the temperatures experienced at Beavers 
Bend State Park. If the park experiences snowfall, it is typically two to four inches at the most in 
any given year. 

Thunderstorms are common during the summer as indicated above, with an average of about 50 
such events each year. Severe weather is possible throughout Oklahoma, with higher reported 
frequency of tornadic storms in the western part of the state. However, McCurtain County 
receives one or two storms that produce tornadoes each year and typically three significant hail 
storms annually. 

All of eastern Oklahoma, including McCurtain County, is classified as a humid temperate 
ecoregion. However, the Beavers Bend State Park area is within the “subtropical regime 
mountains” division of the humid temperate ecoregion. This area is classified as the Ouachita 
Mixed Forest-Meadow province. As indicated in earlier discussion, this province is dominated 
by oak-hickory-pine forest. The Lenihan classification type identifies the area as Southern Mixed 
Forest (National Geographic Society, 2008). 

Air quality for McCurtain County is reported based on National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA has identified six 
criteria pollutants that can injure health, harm the environment, and cause property damage. 
These pollutants are (1) carbon monoxide, (2) lead, (3) nitrogen dioxide, one of several nitrogen 
oxides, (4) ozone, (5) particulate matter (PM), and (6) sulfur dioxide. Somewhat surprisingly, 
given its rural setting, McCurtain County is at or above the 60th-percentile of dirtiest or worst 
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counties in the United States in levels of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, particulate matter (at 
two levels), and sulfur dioxide in the air (Scorecard: The Pollution Information Site, 2009). 

Approximately three-quarters of the nationwide carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are generated 
from transportation sources, although other sources include wood-burning stoves, incinerators, 
and industry. Nitrogen dioxide is a byproduct of most combustion processes and may result from 
sources similar to those identified for carbon monoxide emissions. Similarly, sulfur dioxide is 
released from combustion of fuels that contain sulfur including coal, oil, and diesel fuel. Point 
source polluters for sulfur dioxide include coal- and oil-fired power plants, steel mills, pulp and 
paper mills, and refineries. Several of these sources are located south and west of the park in 
McCurtain County along the Red River and Highway 70. 

Particulate matter (PM) is a mixture of particles of various sizes that can adversely affect human 
health. PM is typically divided into two broad categories based on the size of the total suspended 
matter: PM-10 for particles less than 10 microns in aerodynamic diameter and PM-2.5 for 
particles less than 2.5 microns. The smallest particles pose the highest human health risks. PM 
includes dust, dirt, soot, smoke and liquid droplets emitted into the air by sources such as 
factories, power plants, cars, construction activity, fires, and natural windblown dust. 

Topography 
McCurtain County varies in elevation from 287 feet above sea level in the far southeastern 
portion of the county along the Red River to 1,363 feet above sea level at Pine Mountain. Broken 
Bow Reservoir is at 575 feet above sea level and the surrounding land varies with the hills and 
hollows common to this portion of Oklahoma. 

Southeastern Oklahoma is classified as “Atlantic Plain” using the Fenneman Physiography 
Classification system (National Geographic Society, 2008). From the southern portions of 
Broken Bow Reservoir and southward, McCurtain County is specifically part of the Coastal 
Plain province of the Atlantic Plain. The northern end of the county is part of the Interior 
Highlands, within the Ouachita Province. 

Geology 
Geologically, McCurtain County includes features from six periods. These include: (1) the 
Quaternary Period, (2) the Cretaceous Period, (3) the Ordovician Period, (4) the Silurian Period, 
(5) the Mississippian Period, and (6) the Pennsylvanian Period. The surface rocks in and around 
Beavers Bend State Park are from the Paleozoic era, 248 to 540 million years B.P. 

Numerous fault lines are present, particularly in the northeastern portion of McCurtain County. 
Most of these fault lines run east-west, as is common throughout the Ouachita Mountains. 

Soil 
Soils in McCurtain County include mollisols along the Red River, vertisols in an east to west 
band south of Broken Bow Reservoir, and ultisols across most of the county. Small portions of 
the county include alfisols. Ultisols are the dominant soils around Beavers Bend State Park and 
these soils are of the suborder udults. 

Ultisols are typically acidic soils, commonly known as “red clay.” Ultisols are commonly found 
across the southeastern United States, with a western extent through the eastern counties in 
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Oklahoma – including McCurtain County. These soils tend to occur in humid, warm climates 
with a growing season of about 200 days per year. In addition, these soils tend to be rich in iron 
content, and mixed with quartz and translocated silicate clay (USDA Natural Resources 
Conservation Service). 

Udults are a suborder of ultisols that are freely drained, but humus poor. Most udults were once 
covered with forests, and when cleared have been used to support cropland. However, such soils 
require considerable amounts of amendments to support agricultural production. 

 
Figure 2.14 shows the soils of McCurtain County as identified by the Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (2003). The soils surrounding Broken Bow Reservoir are identified as 
“gravelly loam,” while the higher ground beyond the lake is “stony loam.” 

Hydrology 
McCurtain County is drained by three rivers: the Little River drains the western portion of the 
county; the Glover River is a shorter and smaller watershed in the middle of the county; and the 
Mountain Fork River is found across the eastern portion of the county. These three rivers join 
south of Broken Bow Reservoir and continue into Arkansas as the Little River, which then flows 
into the Red River. The entire county is within the Red-Sulphur watershed. 

The Edwards-Trinity Aquifer extends from south central Oklahoma across the southern tier of 
counties into Arkansas. As such, the eastern portion of the Edwards-Trinity Aquifer underlies the 
southern third of McCurtain County. 

Water Quality 
In Oklahoma, the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the Oklahoma Water 
Resources Board (OWRB) have legal responsibilities related to water quality and use. 

Figure 2.14 – Soils of McCurtain County 

Source: NRCS, State Soil Geographic Database, 
STATSGO 
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Monitoring of Broken Bow Lake occurs on a regular basis at several locations across the 
reservoir. The most recent material provided by the Oklahoma Water Resources Board for 
Broken Bow Reservoir is shown in Figure 2.16 on the following page. This material is part of the 
Beneficial Use Monitoring Program (BUMP) provided for each river and lake in the state of 
Oklahoma. 

The waters of Broken Bow Reservoir support several beneficial uses with the only areas of 
concern focused on pH and dissolved oxygen. The Oklahoma 303(d) List of Impaired Waters, 
published by the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality, identifies this same concern. 
In that report the impairment is cited similarly, but the cause is listed as “unknown.” By contrast, 
the OWRB adds the informative note: “Slightly acidic conditions are not unusual in this part of 
the state due to relatively low soil pH and lack of soluble bedrock. Because of these conditions it 
is likely that the low pH values may be due to natural causes; therefore the Water Board is 
looking at the applicability of developing site-specific criteria for waters in the southeastern 
portion of the state” (ODEQ, 2006). 

Of principal importance in this Resource Management Plan, Broken Bow Reservoir is approved 
for Primary Body Contact Recreation as a beneficial use. The water clarity rating is excellent, 
while the lake is classified as “oligotrophic.” This is an indication that Broken Bow Reservoir is 
considered to be of low primary productivity, usually a result of low nutrient content. The waters 
of an oligotrophic lake are typically quite clear with low algal production. These waters have 
ample oxygen to support numerous fish species that require cold, well-oxygenated waters. 

As is indicated in Figure 2.16, monitoring stations on Broken Bow Reservoir are located at eight 
different sites along the length of the lake. It cannot be assumed that all of these sites show 
identical reported data at a single sampling event. It is also important to consider the 
management efforts necessary to sustain water quality conditions over time. 

Broken Bow Reservoir is approved for 
five major beneficial uses: (1) flood 
control, (2) hydro-electric power 
generation, (3) water supply, (4) 
recreation, and (5) fish and wildlife 
habitat. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15 – Marina on Broken 
Bow Reservoir 

Source: Brokenbowmarina.com 
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  Figure 2.16 – BUMP Report on Broken Bow Reservoir 

Source: Oklahoma Water Resources Board, 2006 
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Studies conducted on other lakes in Oklahoma reported another potential source of pollution for 
Broken Bow Lake—this due to recreational use. MTBE is a chemical found in motor boat fuel 
and is commonly dispersed into recreational waters during fueling. In marinas with considerable 
powerboat activity, MTBE can enter lake waters from gasoline spills and as an unburned 
component in fuel used in powerboat engines. In lake water systems, the main source of MTBE 
is reported to be recreational boating use. Other routes of MTBE loading, including precipitation 
and runoff, are of minor importance. 

Occurrence of MTBE typically shows a direct seasonal trend with recreational boating activity at 
marina areas. Studies reveal a positive correlation between powerboat usage and gallons of 
gasoline sold. On Broken Bow Lake, sampling before and after high boat use on holiday 
weekends determined the apparent influence of powerboat activity on MTBE contamination. 
Boat dock locations were the most sensitive sites to MTBE contamination, possibly due to 
gasoline spillage during engine startup. The most common compound of the BTEX series found 
with MTBE was toluene and co-occurrence was most frequent at gasoline filling stations (Ana, 
Kampbell, & Sewell, 2002). 

With only one marina in operation on the lake, Broken Bow Lake is at less risk of MTBE 
contamination than are other lakes in the state having more marinas and higher levels of boat 
activity. However, the Broken Bow Lake environment is susceptible to contamination – a 
situation that would place the Lower Mountain Fork River at risk as well. 

Vegetative Cover 
A 1938 inventory (Reeves) of trees and shrubs within Beavers Bend State Park was provided in 
the first report on Oklahoma State Parks. This list included the common names and botanical 
names for a wide variety of species including shortleaf pine, black jack oak, post oak, red oak, 
white oak, water oak, pin oak, overcup oak, willow oak, red cedar, cedar elm, winged elm, 
American elm, bald cypress, water elm, sycamore, river birch, iron wood, blue beech, sweet 
gum, black gum, black locust, honey locust, hackberry, black willow, bitternut hickory, white 
heart hickory, holly, box elder, red maple, silver maple, linden, Osage orange (Bois D’ Arc), 
persimmon, black walnut, black cherry, and chittem wood. Shrubs present within the park 
included sassafras, witchhazel, alder, mulberry, pawpaw, sumac, Hawthorn, red bud, dogwood, 
wild plum, fringe tree, St. John’s Wort, and many more. Vines included briar, wild grape, 
honeysuckle, trumpet and Virginia creeper, poison ivy, blackberry, wild rose, and vetch. Herbs 
ranged from western spider lily to black-eyed Susan, to fern, and water lily among many others. 
Most of these plants originally identified within the park in the 1930s are still present today. 

The Oklahoma Division of Forestry reports deforestation of areas west of Beavers Bend State 
Park. Most of these areas are in private ownership and have been utilized as forest-crop lands. 
These deforested areas include properties within the Three Rivers Wildlife Management Area. 

Within Beavers Bend State Park, much of the original forest has been removed over the years. 
The remaining forest is second- and third-growth, often reseeded or replanted during the years of 
the CCC activity in the park. There are stands of old growth forest within the boundaries of the 
park, but most of the area is now covered with smaller examples of the original species. 

Removal of vegetative cover has exposed soils to erosion. This is evident especially in Beavers 
Bend State Park on the Lake with the exposure of the rocky soils. In other areas such as the River 
Bend, the soils have been compacted making vegetative cover more difficult to sustain. 
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Fish and Wildlife 
The forest and mountain environment surrounding Beavers Bend State Park provides excellent 
habitat to support a rich and diverse community of plants and animals. The Oklahoma 
Department of Wildlife Conservation (ODWC) reports the wildlife common to this forest 
community include white-tailed deer, coyote, bobcat, red and gray fox, raccoon, striped skunk, 
opossum, armadillo, flying squirrel, red and gray squirrel, cottontail and swamp rabbit, and 
numerous rodents. At least 110 species of birds have been recorded within the boundaries of the 
McCurtain County Wilderness Area. Slightly less diversity is likely within the boundaries of 
Beavers Bend State Park due to human activity, but resident species include wild turkey, 
bobwhite quail, various raptors, woodpeckers, and many migrant species. Common birds in and 
around the park include robins, Blue Jays, cardinals, sparrows, larks, finches, and many more. 

Seasonal migration patterns bring several bald 
eagles to Broken Bow Reservoir each winter. Eagle 
watching has become a significant attraction for 
many visitors. A federally endangered species, the 
red-cockaded woodpecker, can be heard with its 
distinctive call and noisy hammering on old-growth 
trees. Occasionally visitors are able to see this 
robin-sized woodpecker within the park. 

Spooner and Vaughn (2007) identified 21 species of 
freshwater mussels in the Mountain Fork River at 
18 different sites. As stated by Spooner and 
Vaughn, “The mussel fauna in the Mountain Fork 
River is dominated by the Interior Highlands 
endemic, the Ouachita kidneyshell, Ptychobranchus 
occidentalis . . . . Other common species in the river 
include species typical of the Mississippi River 
drainage, the three-ridge, Amblema plicata, the pistolgrip, Tritogonia verrucosa, the plain 
pocketbook, Lampsilis cardium, and the pigtoe, Fusconaia flava.” In addition, Spooner and 
Vaughn identified the exotic Asian clam as an invasive species present in the river system. 

An exotic plant species of concern in the Mountain Fork River is 
Didymosphenia geminata, also known as ‘rock snot’ or ‘didymo.’ 
Didymo can smother entire stream beds with mats of vegetation as thick 
as eight inches and dramatically change an aquatic environment. 
Didymo can be managed through appropriate actions of anglers and 
boaters. 

 

Through the course of the Mountain Fork River in Beavers Bend State Park on the River, 
ODWC manages the river as the Lower Mountain Fork Fishery. This is particularly attractive as 
a trout stream, stocked and managed as a game fishery (Figure 2.22, page 4). 

Figure 2.17 – Deer in the River 
Bend area 

 

Figure 2.18 – Didymo in a lake environment 
Source: Invasive Species Control and Management. 
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Endangered/Threatened Species in McCurtain County 
The Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation identifies 328 vertebrate species as being 
native to southeastern Oklahoma, of which four vertebrate species are now extirpated, while nine 
species have been introduced. Among the species that live in the habitat surrounding and 
including Beavers Bend State Park, three species are federally-listed as endangered and 17 are of 
special concern. Endangered species are native species whose prospects of survival within a 
given ecoregion are in imminent jeopardy. Threatened species are native species that, although 
not presently in danger of extirpation, are likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future 
without special protection and management. Species of special concern are those that (1) have a 
presently stable population but are especially vulnerable to extirpation because of limited range, 
low population or other factors, and (2) are possibly threatened or vulnerable to extirpation but 
for which little, if any, evidence exists to document population level, range or other factors. 

Among the endangered species on the federal list or the 
Oklahoma list for the Beavers Bend State Park area is: the 
Indiana Bat (myotis sodalist), the red-cockaded woodpecker 
(picoides borealis), and the American burying beetle 
(nicrophorus americanus). Those on the list of threatened 
species include the American alligator (alligator 
mississippiensis), the river otter (Lutra Canadensis), Rafinesques 
Big-eared bat (Corynorhinus rafinesquii), Southeastern myotis 
(myotis austroriparius), and Mexican free tailed bat (tadarida 
brasiliensis). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2.20 – Red-
cockaded woodpecker 

Source: U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service 

Figure 2.19 – Indiana 
bat 

Source: U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service 

Figure 2.21 – Alligator shot at Broken Bow Lake 

Source: Godfrey, E., April 21, 2010 
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During the preparation of the Resource Management Plan for Beavers Bend State Park, an 11½ 
foot long alligator was killed at a location in Broken Bow Lake and the carcass (Figure 2.21) was 
found in the Otter Creek area. Ed Godfrey published the report on April 21, 2010, in an article 
titled “Anglers find dead alligator at Broken Bow Lake.” This news item was published in a 
number of state newspapers, carried on state television stations, and discussed by numerous 
individuals. Possible sightings of the alligator had been reported for two to three years. As stated 
by Godfrey (2010), “State wildlife officials think the alligator – which had been shot twice in the 
side with a high-powered rifle – is the same one they have received numerous reports about for 
several years at the lake.” 

Alligators are not common in Broken Bow Lake, but may be native to the area primarily to the 
south of the park. The Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation reports a small 
population of alligators in southeastern Oklahoma, most of which inhabit the Little River area. 
That river basin is much more compatible with alligators than is the Mountain Fork River. The 
sloughs and swamps along the Little River provide a desirable habit. However, it is clear that at 
least one large, adult alligator survived in Broken Bow Lake. 

BIOBLITZ 2002 
In mid-September 2002, the University of Oklahoma and the Oklahoma Biological Survey 
conducted the annual BioBlitz at Beavers Bend State Park (BioBlitz, 2002). Numerous 
individuals and organizations participated over several days to conduct the annual inventory of 
species in a particular area. This effort is acknowledged as not utilizing traditional scientific 
methods for a complete inventory. As stated on the BioBlitz website: “The Oklahoma BioBlitz is 
not a scientific inventory and the data are not collected using established, repeatable, scientific 
methods. As such, data from BioBlitz should not be used to promote one kind of land use, 
environmental or management policy over any other.” However, these annual events provide an 
interesting snapshot of the condition and variety present in a given ecosystem. 

During the 2002 BioBlitz a total of 1017 taxa were identified by the volunteer participants at 
Beavers Bend (BioBlitz, http://www.biosurvey.ou.edu/bioblitz/BioBlitz2002.html). During the 
24 hour event, volunteers spotted a rare red cockaded woodpecker, one of the endangered species 
in Beavers Bend State Park. They also identified the Indian Pipe, an unusual plant in Oklahoma, 
much more common in other parts of the United States. Volunteers reported that the “most fun” 
sighting was of Placid Giant Walkingsticks in abundance in the Carson Creek area. 

Table 2.7 on the following page reports the numbers of taxa identified during the 2002 BioBlitz.  

http://www.biosurvey.ou.edu/bioblitz/BioBlitz2002.html�
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Table 2.7 – BioBlitz 2002 Findings 

Taxa Number Taxa Number 

Mammals 14 Other insects 197 

Birds 69 Spiders, Millipedes, and 
Centipedes 

38 

Amphibians and Reptiles 26 Non-insect/arachnid 
invertebrates 

17 

Fish 37 Fungi 46 

Butterflies and Moths 35 Algae 4 

Beetles 32 Lichens 4 

Ants and Bees 45 Mosses and liverworts 22 

Aquatic Insect Orders 61 Vascular plants 370 

Accessibility 
The Oklahoma State Parks Division strives for accessibility for those with disabilities in all its 
park locations and facilities and has an access plan for the Division. Many parks and facilities 
were designed and constructed before the passage of the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA), and well before the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) 
were developed. Further, by its very nature, the natural environment may not lend itself to easy 
access for those with mobility impairments.  

The technical provisions of the ADA permit deviation from the stated guidelines. These 
provisions allow deviation from full compliance if accessibility cannot be provided because  
(1) compliance would cause substantial harm to cultural, historic, religious or significant natural 
features or characteristics; (2) substantially alter the nature of the setting or purpose of the 
facility; (3) require construction methods or materials that are prohibited by federal, state or local 
regulations or statutes; or (4) would not be feasible due to terrain or the prevailing construction 
practices. 

In 2007, the United States Access Board issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) for 
outdoor developed areas. These rules and their associated interpretations have direct bearing on 
consideration of access in Beavers Bend State Park. The minimum requirements found in the 
NPRM for outdoor developed areas are based on several principles developed through the 
regulatory negotiating process. They include (U.S. Access Board, 2009): 

1. Protect the resource and environment  
2. Preserve the experience  
3. Provide for equality of opportunity  
4. Maximize accessibility  
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Figure 2.22 – Accessible Trail 
Signage 

5. Be reasonable  
6. Address safety  
7. Be clear, simple, and understandable  
8. Provide guidance  
9. Be enforceable and measurable  
10. Be consistent with Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG – 

as much as possible)  
11. Be based on independent use by persons with disabilities  

Trails that currently exist in the park are all natural surfaces, although several areas have hard 
surface sidewalks in the developed areas. Any one designated trail may make use of all or 
several surface types. If major trail redesign or construction were to occur, it would be important 
to ensure compliance with the ADA standards where appropriate. The NPRM addresses ten 
provisions that must be considered related to trail accessibility. These provisions are: 

1. Surface – must be firm and stable 
2. Clear tread width – minimum of 36 inches 
3. Openings in surface – may not permit passage of sphere one-half inch in diameter 
4. Protruding object – minimum of 80” of clear headroom above the trail 
5. Tread obstacles – cannot exceed a maximum of two inches 
6. Passing space – minimum of 60” by 60” at intervals of 1000’ or less 
7. Slope – addresses cross slope and running slope 
8. Resting intervals – at least 60” in width 
9. Edge protection – not necessarily required, but may be provided 
10. Signage – information on distance and departure from technical provisions 

An example of possible signage for trails as 
suggested by the National Center on Accessibility 
is shown in Figure 2.22. As of 2010, no specific 
signs have been designated for universal 
communication related to accessible trails. 
However, these signs communicate the concept of 
accessibility in outdoor developed recreation 
spaces that include trails. 

Other considerations related to access for persons 
with disabilities include “Braille trail” concepts 
that allow persons with visual limitations to enjoy 
the features of a trail. This is particularly true if the 
trail is interpretive in nature, with signs 
communicating information related to natural, 
cultural, historic, or other significant topics related 
to the park environment. 

In an effort to fully disclose the extent of 
accessibility within state parks, the Oklahoma 
State Park Division developed terms to describe 
two levels of access; these terms are used in State 
Parks publications: accessible and usable.  
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Accessible indicates that the park “substantially complies with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG). The facility is connected with a 
barrier-free-route-of-travel from an accessible parking area.” 

Usable indicates that the “facility allows significant access. Some individuals with 
disabilities may have difficulty and need assistance. Due to topography and the 
primitive nature of some sites, parking and connecting routes may not be accessible to 
all with disabilities” (OTRD, 2007). 

USACE and OTRD began development of the properties at Beavers Bend State Park well before 
the passage of the ADA; thus, many of the established structures do not meet the explicit 
requirements of the law. In several locations, both agencies have added accessible restrooms, 
developed hard surface campsites, installed walkways, and made other efforts to improve 
accessibility. However, the number of designated accessible campsites and parking spaces in 
several locations is inadequate. In other settings, the restrooms are not accessible. The existing 
trails in park properties are not currently accessible, and such modification may not be desirable. 
The natural terrain varies considerably and is quite rocky; in addition, the environment includes 
vulnerable animal species. Thus, ADAAG-defined accessibility to every area of the park is not 
practical, nor necessarily desirable. 

Throughout Beavers Bend State Park, it will be necessary to complete a thorough review of 
accessibility to remain current as ADAAG guidelines change. Several new restrooms have been 
added that comply with ADAAG guidelines from the doorways inward. However, some of the 
exterior access to these restrooms may not be in full compliance due to design of walkways, 
grade change from parking lots or campsites, and other factors. 

In each campground, one or more campsites have been identified by OTRD as being 
“accessible.” Initial review of these sites indicates several of these sites are usable, but not fully 
accessible. It may be necessary to consider increasing the percentage of sites that are identified 
as accessible to meet the requirements of the law as well as needs of the users. 
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Figure 2.23 – Park entry during 
winter snow 
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Chapter 3 – Current Status of the Resource 
 

Recreational Development 
Beavers Bend State Park is classified as a “resort park” by the Oklahoma Tourism and 
Recreation Department. As a resort park, Beavers Bend has a greater level of development than 
is found in most of the other state parks; amenities include a lodge, cabins, and golf course. The 
actual level of development is shown in Figure 2.10 (page 33) for the Beavers Bend State Park 
on the River and Figure 2.11 (page 34) for Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. The current 
condition of the park and its development is presented in the following discussion. 

Because of the size and complexity of Beavers Bend State Park, the discussion is organized 
around several broad topics or categories. Within each of these categories, the various areas 
within Beavers Bend State Park that include provision of these services or features are presented 
in a consistent fashion – beginning at the northern area of the park and continuing to the south. 

Public Access and Entry Aesthetics 
Principal access to Beavers Bend State Park is by way of highways, then county roads, and 
finally park roads, as shown in earlier maps. The most northern property under the lease 
agreement between the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Oklahoma Tourism and 
Recreation Department is Panther Creek. Panther Creek offers primitive camping and a boat 
ramp into the northern reaches of Broken Bow Reservoir. A naturally surfaced road (dirt and 
gravel) extends approximately five miles from Highway 259 eastward toward Panther Creek. 
The road is minimally maintained and offers a secluded entry through the forested environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Highway 259 

Panther Creek 

Figure 3.1 – Access to Panther 
Creek 
Source: Google maps 
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Similarly, the next public access to the 
south extends approximately eight miles 
from a small community (Mt. Herman) to 
Holly Creek (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The 
condition of the road is similar to that at 
Panther Creek, as is the surrounding 
environment for the last six miles of the 
roadway. The western two miles closer to 
Highway 259 and Mt. Herman include 
several houses of varying conditions; 
some are quite dilapidated while others 
are in better repair. Although Holly Creek 
and Panther Creek provide access to a 
beautiful portion of Broken Bow 
Reservoir, the road and the entry environment are less than desirable for all but the hardiest of 
recreational visitors. 

 
Management of Panther Creek and Holly 
Creek, as well as the Reregulation Area, has 
been transferred from the state to McCurtain 
County commissioners. Through summer 
2010, that management transfer was not 
apparent to the visiting public in that entry 
signs were indicative of or similar to those at 
properties managed by either Oklahoma State 
Parks or USACE (Figure 3.4). 

 

Figure 3.2 – Holly Creek area 

Figure 3.4 – Sign at entry to Holly Creek 
 

Holly Creek 

Mt. Herman 
community 

Figure 3.3 – Access to Holly 
Creek area 

Source: Google maps 
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Approximately ten miles south of the community of Mt. Herman along Highway 259, a visitor 
can turn to the east into Cedar Creek Golf Course (Figure 3.5). A hard-surfaced road provides 
significantly better access to Cedar Creek than is true at the locations north of this more 
developed portion of the park. Near the intersection of this access road and Highway 259 there 
are several private property developments, compatible with the park environment. These 
developments include private cabins and support amenities. As a visitor nears Cedar Creek Golf 
Course the most noticeable intrusion on the forested environment is the overhead high-power 
electric transmission line. Overhead power lines do parallel the roadway, but are less intrusive 
than the major power line extending north and south through the area. The road, although hard 
surfaced, is in need of repair. 

The next entry from Highway 259 south of that to Cedar Creek is the roadway leading into the 
Carson Creek area (Figure 3.5). This entry includes development similar to that along the 
roadway leading to Cedar Creek. At present the development is compatible with expectations for 
the approach to a state park, although large tracts of land are listed for sale – particularly near the 
continued path of the overhead high-power electric transmission line. Once within the park 
boundaries, a residence is evident on the north side of the road and a maintenance area is visible 
on the south side. 

A much more developed entry extends from Highway 259 to the Stevens Gap area (Figure 3.5). 
The development along this access road includes a restaurant, go-cart track, several houses, 
agricultural operations, and other structures. 

In each of these locations – Cedar Creek, Carson Creek, and Stevens Gap – the entry road is 
presently adequate in surface and width to accommodate park traffic. However, discussions with 
park management indicated there is lack of clarity as to the agency responsible for maintenance 
of the roadways. The road surfaces are in need of repair at several locations and will need to be 
addressed in the near future. 

Entry into the main body of Beavers Bend State Park on the River is provided by Highway 
259A, a designated state road. Highway 259A is designed as a loop from Highway 259 with a 
north and a south intersection at the main federal highway (Figure 3.6). The area between 
Beavers Bend State Park and Highway 259 along either portion of Highway 259A includes 

Figure 3.5 – Access roads to 
Beavers Bend State Park on the 
Lake 

Source: Google maps 

Cedar Creek Golf Course 

Carson Creek area 

Stevens Gap area 
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numerous private drives and a variety of developments. Most of the developments are cabins, 
homes, or small businesses. Near the south entrance on Highway 259A, the United States Forest 
Service has constructed an attractive visitor center and office. 

 

 

The most southern area of Beavers Bend State Park is accessed from Highway 70 east of Broken 
Bow. This area is known as the Lower Mountain Fork River or the Reregulation Area. As 
indicated in earlier discussion, the Reregulation Area is now managed by the McCurtain County 
commissioners. However, during the summer 2010, signs leading into the area (Figure 3.7) 
indicated that the property is part of Beavers Bend State Resort Park. As a result, visitors to the 
area have some expectation of quality and management provided by Oklahoma State Parks. 

Figure 3.6 – Access roads to Beavers Bend State Park on the 
River 

Source: Google maps 
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The entry road leading from Highway 70 into the Reregulation Area or Mountain Fork Park is 
hard surfaced. Minimal signage is provided on Highway 70 leading to the need for some local 
knowledge to gain access to the property. On either side of the entry road the environment is 
primarily agricultural until nearing Mountain Fork Park. A few cabins and a business property 
mark the immediate entry, at which point the road drops in elevation toward the river and enters 
an attractive forested environment. 

 
  

Figure 3.7 – Sign at entry to 
Mountain Fork Park 
(Reregulation Area) 

Reregulation Area also known as 
Mountain Fork Park 

Access road from Highway 70 

Figure 3.8 – Access to the 
Reregulation Area 

Source: Google maps 
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Lakeview Lodge 
Lakeview Lodge, opened in May 1996, is a 40-room guest accommodation located in the 
Stevens Gap area of Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. The 40 rooms include 36 standard 
rooms and four suites, each of which is designed to permit a view of Broken Bow Lake. Each 
room also offers a patio on the ground floor or a balcony on the upper floors. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While Lakeview Lodge offers guests a view of Broken Bow Lake, the lodge is situated on a 
hillside at an elevation above the flood pool level for the lake (Figure 3.10). As a result, a 
parking lot and boat ramp area separates the lodge from the lakefront. This public access location 
is supported with several picnic tables, grills, and fire pits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outside the park boundaries, the road from Highway 259 into the Stevens Gap area and to 
Lakeview Lodge passes through a moderately developed area. Once inside the park boundaries 
visitors enter the wooded environment common to Beavers Bend State Park. It is necessary to 
pass a sewage lagoon located just east of the intersection of the access road and the drive into the 
lodge area. 

Figure 3.9 – Lakeview Lodge (front view) 

Figure 3.10 – Lakeview 
Lodge (rear view) 
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Guest amenities near Lakeview Lodge include a playgroup for children. The parking lot includes 
adequate parking for lodge guests. Electrical boxes have been installed along the main parking 
lot allowing for use by campers and recreational vehicles. East of the Lodge and adjacent to 
Broken Bow Lake, a parking lot and boat ramp provide access to the lake. Picnic tables allow for 
picnics at this location, although the tables are in relatively poor condition. 

Cedar Creek Golf Course 
Cedar Creek Golf Course is located just north of the Stevens Gap area and Lakeview Lodge, 
accessible via a park road from Highway 259. The golf course is an 18-hole, par-72 course, 
supported by a pro shop offering cart and club rentals, snacks and beverages. The golf course 
was completed in September 1993. Cedar Creek Golf Course was rated as Oklahoma’s top 
municipal golf course in 2009 by Golf Digest. In support of this rating, Cedar Creek offers a 
scenic location along Broken Bow Lake, with significant elevation change along the hills of the 
Kiamichi Mountains. Bermuda grass greens, tees and fairways have been integrated into the 
surrounding pine forests. It is common to encounter deer, turkeys, and other wildlife during a 
round of golf on Cedar Creek. 

Cedar Creek flows through the golf course as shown in Figure 3.11, while the club house and pro 
shop are located near the center of the area. Parking for the golf course is somewhat limited with 
approximately 25 parking spots available. During much of the season, golf carts are parked on 
the hard surface of the parking lot since covered storage is limited. As a result, limited parking 
causes some congestion during busy summer and holiday play. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A gate along the entry road to Cedar Creek Golf Course permits closing of the road access. This 
gate is in need of repair and should have highly visible, reflective warning signs. 

Figure 3.11 – Cedar Creek 
Golf Course overview 

Source: OTRD 
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Cottages/Cabins 
Forty-seven cabins are located in the main portion of Beavers Bend State Park on the River. 
Most of these cabins include fireplaces and several offer kitchen facilities. Cabin 48, shown in 
Figure 3.12, is the newest of the cabins at Beavers Bend and offers an accessible accommodation 
for guests. The cabins also include air conditioning and restroom facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 – Accessible 
cabin 

Figure 3.13 – CCC era cabins and 
commemoration monument 
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The cabins are grouped in Beavers Bend State Park on the river, with several of the cabins dating 
from the era of the Civilian Conservation Corps. This heritage in design of the cabins and their 
construction is commemorated with a monument as shown in Figure 3.13. This heritage is an 
important asset in the history and experience offered by Beavers Bend State Park. At the same 
time, the historic value of these cabins is a restrictive consideration in modification and 
renovation for the properties. 

Figure 3.13 on page 54 also documents the difficulty of providing accessibility to the older 
cabins at Beavers Bend State Park. Elevation changes throughout the terrain surrounding the 
cabins limit opportunities for external access, while internal accessibility is limited by the age 
and construction of the units. 

Several of the cabins feature riverfront locations and are advertised as offering the quiet of a 
forest environment. The cabins are in reasonable proximity to the restaurant, nature center, and 
Forest Heritage Center, but are also quite close to Group Camp 1 and several campgrounds. Such 
mixing of types of activities and categories of guests may present conflicts for some visitors 
while being advantageous for other visitors. An example of such conflict occurs in restroom use 
between group campers in Group Camp 1 and campers in Cypress campground. Group campers 
use the public restrooms in the campground, but campers are not welcome in the Group Camp. In 
most park management settings, it is desirable to separate guests by category of use and lodging. 

Group Camps 
Beavers Bend State Park on the River includes two group camps. Group Camp 1 is located in the 
central portion of Beavers Bend State Park near the cabins and adjacent to the restaurant and 
nature center. This location places Group Camp 1 into immediate proximity with overnight 
campers in Acorn, Buckeye, and Cypress campgrounds. In addition, this portion of the park is 
commonly utilized by day visitors. The group camps at Beavers Bend State Park are managed 
under a concession contract by Little Dixie Community Action Agency from Hugo, Oklahoma. 

Group Camp 1 includes twelve duplex style cabins and can accommodate 144 people. Several of 
the cabins include heat and air conditioning. The camp area is defined by a wood rail fence 
surrounding the oval layout. However, the fence is purely decorative in function and does not 
reduce foot traffic or interaction with other park users. 

Group Camp 2 is located in the River Bend, west of the central developed area of the park. It 
includes ten air-conditioned A-frame cabins accommodating 160 people, a nurse’s station, and 
several additional campsites associated with the camp layout. In addition, a manager’s residence 
is located at the entrance to Group Camp 2. Group Camp 2 is visually separated from other 
occupied areas of the park and provides a relatively secure operating environment. 

Activities in the group camps may interfere with the park environment, particularly when those 
activities are noisy. An example of this interference has been demonstrated by band camps that 
have utilized the group areas. Their practice and performance activities have been perceived by 
some visitors as interfering with a more traditional park environment. 

Security for guests at the group camps is also a concern in this integrated environment. Many of 
the groups that utilize the group camp settings include young people. While the park 
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environment is generally safe, and perceived to be safe by visitors, interaction between group 
campers and other visitors to the park could present security risks. 

Campgrounds 
Campgrounds have been developed in multiple locations throughout Beavers Bend State Park on 
the River and Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. For the discussion on these locations, the 
descriptions will follow the same pattern utilized in the earlier presentation on access and 
roadways. As a result, this discussion will begin at the northern end of the park properties and 
continue to the southern area. 

The most northern campgrounds are located at 
Panther Creek and Holly Creek. Although 
separated by several miles from the main portion 
of the park, these campgrounds are quite similar 
in appearance and use. They are primitive in 
design and somewhat random in layout. These 
campgrounds originally included concrete picnic 
tables at each site with a fire ring or grill. Many 
have now been moved or damaged. In addition, 
several of the sites included lantern hangers. 
Such design and amenities were commonly 

installed by the Army Corps of Engineers. 

The campsites lack defining landscape features or surfacing. Many of the sites at Panther Creek 
and Holly Creek have deteriorated to an unusable condition due to growth of shrubs or 
destruction of amenities associated with the campsite. Further, patterns of use have resulted in 
campsites being developed by users rather than by park management. 

In addition, Holly Creek and Panther 
Creek include vault toilets. These vault 
toilets are presently in such disrepair that 
they are unusable (Figure 3.15). The 
vaults have been filled with garbage and 
trash without prior removal of sewage. 
Vandals have damaged the seats and 
urinals that were once included in the 
units. 

The conditions of the toilets would require 
significant maintenance and repair. 
Pumping of the vaults will require 
vehicular access, but the contents of the 
vaults will make pumping very difficult. It 
will require major efforts to rehabilitate 
Panther Creek and Holly Creek for proper 
public use. 

Figure 3.14 – Campsite at Holly Creek 

Figure 3.15 – Vault toilet at Holly Creek 
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As indicated in earlier discussion, these two locations are managed by the commissioners of 
McCurtain County. Signage, as shown in Figure 3.16, gives the impression of management by 
Oklahoma State Parks or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake and Beavers Bend State Park on the River, most 
campgrounds have been designated with titles that correspond to some animal, bird, plant, or 
other feature found within the park. In addition, the names follow an alphabetic order that assists 
visitors in identifying locations and relationships among the sites. 

The campgrounds at Carson Creek differ slightly from this orderly nomenclature, but still follow 
an alphabetical pattern. Quail Circle and Turkey Circle provide campsites offering electricity and 
water for persons in travel trailers and recreational vehicles. Both of these locations also have 
access to a dump station in close proximity to the campsites. Quail Circle has a mixture of 
defined sites and undefined sites, some of which have very limited pads for vehicles. In addition, 
Quail Circle is designed with tight turns that can be challenging for some of the larger vehicles 
that utilize campgrounds. Turkey Circle is served by a low quality road, but has a well-
established campground host on site. Quail Circle and Turkey Circle are in a forest setting 
without immediate access to the lake. 

One feature of Quail Circle is a large picnic shelter and restroom provided at the intersection of 
the road between Quail Circle and Turkey Circle. This picnic shelter can be reserved for group 
use, whether the users are campers or day visitors. As a result considerable congestion can be 
caused by a range of visitors and variety of vehicles. 

This congestion is shown in Figure 3.17 on the following page, most evident in the excessive 
number of vehicles beyond the capacity of the parking lot. As a result, it is common for visitors 
to park their vehicles in any location, often under the trees. Often day visitors will park in areas 
that restrict access to the public restroom or to the campground beyond the picnic shelter. 

Figure 3.16 – Signs at Holly 
Creek and Panther Creek 

Designs common to Oklahoma 
State Parks and U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers 
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Firefly Drive is just north of Quail Circle and Turkey Circle with access to the lake. At the time 
of preparation of the RMP, Firefly was minimally designed as a campground, but offered a boat 
ramp. This boat ramp receives consistent use, even during low visitation periods indicating it 
may be the preferred boat ramp for visitors most familiar with the lake. 

Figure 3.18 – Boat ramp parking at Firefly 

Figure 3.17 – Picnic shelter mixed use and 
parking at Quail Circle 
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Although Firefly was not well designed to serve as a campground, camping does occur in the 
area. In addition, Firefly receives day visitors for picnicking and other outdoor activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Firefly is subject to erosion under high water conditions, resulting in limited development 
potential. Vault toilets are provided above the flood pool elevation along the entry road and are 
in very poor condition. Mossy growth in and around the facilities indicates that these toilets 
receive little use. 

Firefly is also subject to flooding (Figure 3.20), allowing campers or equipment to be stranded 
on the furthest point. Intervening sites are temporarily under water, raising concerns for the 
safety of people and property during these high water events. 

 
An area designated as Grasshopper is east of Firefly, Quail Circle, and Turkey Circle. 
Grasshopper provides another boat ramp with a large parking lot; however, it appears that 
knowledgeable lake users prefer to go to Firefly to launch their boats. Picnic tables have been 
installed near the boat ramp, but erosion has led to extremely difficult routes of access to the 
tables. 

Composting vault toilets have been installed at the west end of the parking lot for Grasshopper. 
These toilets are in significantly better condition than the older vault toilets identified at other 
locations throughout the park. 

A gravel road extends south from the area near the toilets and provides access to the open lake 
front. Through patterns of use and time, visitors have established identifiable sites for camping 
and day use activity radiating from a central parking location and extending down to the 
lakeshore. These use areas were not planned and created by State Parks; rather visitors 
informally developed the sites through continued use. 

Figure 3.19 – Camping at Firefly 

(Note undeveloped road) 

Figure 3.20 – Flooding at Firefly 

May 2010 
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Maps provided to visitors indicate 
that Grasshopper is appropriate for 
tent camping – and tent pads have 
been installed along Grasshopper 
Drive. These tent pads receive very 
little use as indicated by the growth 
in and around the pad in Figure 
3.21. A small playgroup with 
swings has been installed near 
these campsites to provide 
additional amenities for the area. 
However, the playgroup receives 
little use as well. 

On several occasions during the 
preparation of the RMP, it was 

apparent that guests at Beavers Bend State Park were comfortable leaving their recreational 
vehicles parked for extended periods of time within the park, but not on designated sites. One 
such occurrence is documented in Figure 3.22 at Grasshopper. While this location is rarely 
utilized by park guests, the practice raises concerns for safety, security, property rights, payment 
of appropriate fees, and other issues. 

 

Another boat ramp and camping area is located south of Quail Circle and Turkey Circle. Hawk 
Drive extends southward to an inlet on the lake, providing access for a boat ramp. This boat 
ramp has limited parking and is serviced by vault toilets. While Hawk is identified as a location 
for tent camping, access would be very difficult because of the terrain (see Figure 3.23 on the 
following page). As the preparation of the RMP began, Hawk included a playgroup with swings. 
During the spring 2010, Hawk was scheduled for site improvements and renovations. As a result, 
a new, accessible playgroup was installed as shown in Figure 3.23 on the following page. 

Figure 3.21 – Tent pad at Grasshopper 

(Note: vegetation indicates little use during the summer) 

Figure 3.22 – Storage of private vehicles within the park 
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During the multiple visits to Beavers Bend State Park in preparation of this Resource 
Management Plan, Hawk received little use by campers and day visitors. The area is secluded 
once visitors pass the intersection of roads at Quail Circle and Turkey Circle. Hawk offers 
considerable change in elevation from the ridge to the lake. 

Along the main road leading into Carson Creek, visitors cross the David L. Boren Trail. Signs at 
the trail crossing identify the trail, funded in part by the Land and Water Conservation Fund. 
Swings in a playgroup near the trail encourage visitors to use the area. However, there is no 
parking clearly designated at this location for individuals desiring to leave their vehicles for a 
hike. As such, this intersection is not an inviting trailhead. 

Figure 3.23 –Hawk area 
 
Right: typical campsite 
Below center: tent campers at site 
Below: new playgroup 
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The Stevens Gap area includes 
multiple campgrounds in addition 
to Lakeview Lodge and the 
marina. As a result, Stevens Gap 
receives considerable traffic from 
a variety of types of vehicles and 
various categories of recreational 
visitors. The first significant 
development for the public within 
Stevens Gap is Armadillo Circle. 
This campground provides sites 
with electricity, water, and some 
with sewer hookups. There is a 
modern restroom at the entry to 
Armadillo Circle and adjacent to 
the roadway. This location also 

marks the crossing of the David L. Boren Trail as it continues toward the south. Additional 
connecting trails link the campground to the Boren Trail.  

Armadillo Circle has been a well used campground with an established campground host. 
Erosion and tight turns made the design difficult for large recreational vehicles. As a result, 
Armadillo was scheduled for a major capital improvement including 50-amp electrical supply, 
water, new tables and grills at the campsites early in 2010. Those improvements were on-going 
during the late spring and early summer. Armadillo will again be a well used, visitor-appreciated 
campground upon completion of the renovation. 

Immediately across the access road from Armadillo Circle is a dump station. This location is 
convenient for all the campgrounds within Stevens Gap. Just east of the restroom and dump 
station is the road access to go to Lakeview Lodge. 

A short drive southeast from Armadillo Circle 
provides access to Blue Jay campground. Blue 
Jay is designated as a tent campground on maps 
provided to visitors. There are no restrooms 
within the area in summer 2010, although 
evidence of a former vault toilet remains on-site 
(Figure 3.25). 

As the work on this RMP began, Blue Jay 
included a playgroup with swings and a slide. 
However, that play area did not have a defined 
boundary and did not include an appropriate 
play surface for compliance with Consumer 
Product Safety Commission standards. As result of the non-compliant equipment associated with 
the playgroup and inadequate or aging campsites, Blue Jay campground also received major 
renovation during 2010. Because of the steep terrain in parts of Blue Jay, it was necessary to 
install landscaped retaining walls to provide level pads for the new sites (Figure 3.26 on the 
following page). 

Figure 3.24 – Trail connection from Armadillo to 
David L. Boren Trail 

Figure 3.25 – Foundation for vault 
toilet 
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Road access has been extended to the north of Blue Jay and downhill toward the lake. This area 
has received some use in its prior configuration, but should become a very attractive area with 
the 2010 renovations. In addition, portions of the location are subject to flooding under high 
water conditions. 

An area designated as Coyote is directly east of Blue 
Jay. Coyote has the designated beach for Beavers Bend 
State Park on the Lake, but it is apparent that 
maintenance of a beach is extremely difficult on a lake 
that is subject to elevation changes (Figure 3.27). 
Access to the beach is provided down a stairway from 
the adjacent parking lot. 

A parasailing concession is located to the left as a 
visitor faces the beach. This area also includes a new 
playgroup. The beach and playgroup are supported by a 
small parking lot that also provides parking access for 
visitors visiting the parasail concession. 

Coyote is subject to flooding as Broken Bow Lake 
reaches its upper limits. As a result, Coyote has 
limitations for development and for provision of 
restroom facilities. However, the area has included an 
old, wooden playgroup and is popular with visitors 
(Figure 3.28 on the following page). The soil at Coyote 

is also very rocky, limiting the potential for plant growth. This lack of vegetation extends into the 
area with designated campsites. 

Figure 3.27 – Beach at Coyote 

Figure 3.26 – Sites in Blue Jay 

Right: landscaping to provide 
level pad 
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Coyote has offered tent camping, without designated pads. The area was closed to allow for 
capital improvement in early 2010 with 49 campsites to be developed or redeveloped in the area. 
In summer 2010, Coyote appeared to be overused, densely developed, and exceeding the 
capacity of the resource. This is indicated by the lack of vegetation and damage to trees in the 
area. When completed, the newly designed property should resolve some of these issues. 

Figure 3.28 – Playgroup at Coyote 

(Note lack of vegetation and campsites present in background) 

Figure 3.29 – New campsites at 
Coyote 
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However, new roads and spurs will be needed to prevent inappropriate driving behaviors on the 
part of visitors. 

East of Coyote visitors can go to Deer Drive. This area provides a boat ramp with parking for 40 
vehicles and a camping area. Deer also includes vault toilets and picnic tables, but no designated 
pads for camping or definition of picnic locations. Signs on the edge of the parking lot remind 
visitors, “No Camping on Parking Lot.” 

Continuing to the east and extending onto the peninsula, Eagle Drive provides primitive tent 
camping opportunities for visitors. Eagle is not supported with restroom facilities and the 
camping locations are poorly defined. There are no pads to support picnic tables in the area and 
erosion is a problem. For a visitor to go to the extreme east end of Eagle Drive, the road drops 
steeply to lake level. A low water crossing is often closed during high water events, leaving the 
eastern point of Eagle Drive inaccessible by vehicle. As with the Firefly area, this potential for 
flooding raises concerns for the safety of people and property. Numerous natural surface roads 
have been developed by visitors throughout the area, although signs remind visitors of prohibited 
activities with signs that read “No Parking” and “No Camping.” 

Broken Bow Marina is located immediately south of Deer Drive. For visitors coming into 
Stevens Gap along the roadway, a left hand turn at the “T” intersection continues the roadway 
toward Deer and Eagle Drive. A right hand turn at that intersection continues downhill toward 
the Marina. Near the intersection are several developments that support recreational activity. The 
principal development apparent to visitors is the sewage lagoon directly east of the “T” 
intersection. An overflow parking lot to support the marina is located near the lagoon. 

Less visible for visitors are a number of picnic tables 
distributed along the roadway. These tables are not 
supported with parking locations or restroom 
facilities and receive very little use (Figure 3.30). 
Several tables are distributed along the roadway at 
this location and are remnants of installations from 
the original development of Hochatown area by the 
USACE. 

Although the tables are part of the original inventory 
transferred from the USACE, they are unusable in 
their present condition. In addition, the access to 
these tables is uninviting and potentially risky for 
many visitors. As a result, the presence of the tables 
is misleading for visitors and unsightly. 

The remaining campgrounds are located in Beavers Bend State Park on the River and are 
accessible along Highway 259A. These campgrounds are named in a manner similar to those in 
Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake, allowing easy alphabetical association between the 
campground name and the designation of the respective locations. There are two principal 
clusters of campgrounds in Beavers Bend: one is along the lower Mountain Fork River southeast 
of the cabins and the other location is in the River Bend or west portion of the park along the 
Mountain Fork River. 

Figure 3.30 – Picnic table near 
marina 
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Acorn, Buckeye, and Cypress campgrounds are grouped along the river in the southeast portion 
of Beavers Bend. Because of their locations, features, and proximity to the restaurant and nature 
center, these campgrounds receive use by day visitors, drive-through visitors, campers, and other 
park visitors. This type of mixed use is generally undesirable in park settings. In addition, the 
patterns of visitors to have multiple vehicles at campsites results in a sense of crowding in the 
campgrounds and increased compaction of soil. 

Acorn is designed as a linear campground offering electricity, water, and individual sites for 
visitors. Further, it is immediately adjacent to the Mountain Fork River, offering riverfront 
campsites. Acorn is supported by accessible restrooms, two picnic shelters (shared with 
Cypress), and a playgroup. Because of the proximity to the Mountain Fork River, Acorn is 
subject to flooding during high water events. To minimize problems due to flooding, the 
restroom and picnic shelters are placed on more elevated locations within the campground 
(Figure 3.31). 

Acorn received major upgrades in service during 2010 to 50-amp electrical supply, new water 
service, new tables, and new grills. The campground was closed for spring and early summer 
2010, but when reopened, Acorn will be the premier camping facility in Oklahoma state parks. 

Figure 3.31 – Restroom and shelter in Acorn campground 

Figure 3.32 – New sites in Acorn 
campground 
 
Above: location, spacing, and access 
Right: landscaping of sites 
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Buckeye continues the riverfront campground, but is designed as an elongated loop. Buckeye is 
separated from Acorn and Cypress by Group Camp 1 and is fairly close to cabins 24 – 28. 
Buckeye offers electricity, water, and sewer for campers. In addition, Buckeye is supported with 
an accessible restroom, playgroup, and picnic shelter. With the renovations in Acorn, the contrast 
with the facilities in Buckeye is dramatic. There will be public demand for upgrades to Buckeye 
to make it equal to those of Acorn. 

Cypress campground is a loop parallel to Acorn and slightly removed from the riverfront. 
Cypress offers campers the features of electrical connections, water, and sewer. The level of 
development in Cypress is noticeably in contrast to that in Acorn. As with Buckeye, there will be 
public demand for renovation to Cypress to bring it up to the standards of Acorn. The 
campground shares restroom and picnic shelter facilities with Acorn, and often with group 
campers from Group Camp 1. This situation is undesirable since campers, in return, should not 
use restrooms in Group Camp 1. 

Dogwood campground is situated along Highway 259A, between the highway and the Mountain 
Fork River. Included in this campground are a playgroup, vault toilets, picnic tables, and tent 
sites. Several of the campsites in Dogwood are walk-in sites; the area is designed to encourage 
campers to park in the parking lot and carry their gear to a designated site. Some of the sites in 
the area are designed to permit vehicle access directly to the campsite. In general, evidence 
demonstrates that visitors to Dogwood have driven wherever they pleased. As a result, the 
surface is compacted with little vegetation. In addition, the roadway is in poor condition, leading 
to behaviors that encourage vehicle access anywhere that visitors desire. 

Four campgrounds and a concession area are located along a loop road from Highway 259A at 
the west end of Beavers Bend State Park on the River. These campgrounds are Elm, Fern, 
Grapevine, and Hickory. All of these campgrounds are on the inside curve of the bend in the 
Mountain Fork River as it leaves the hydroelectric powerhouse, flows west, and then takes a U-
turn back toward the east. Because of their location, these campgrounds are subject to flooding 
under high water conditions. They offer similar appearances for visitors – poorly designated sites 
with deteriorated roadways. 

Elm campground is designed to allow campers to park in the parking lot and walk to their 
respective campsites. The area is clearly intended for tenting. Most of the soil has been severely 
compacted and social trails have been developed by visitors. Some of these trails lead from 
campsites to the river; other trails lead to vault toilets; still other trails have developed leading to 
the adjoining Fern campground. 

 

Fern shows a greater level of development than is true in most of the other campgrounds in this 
area, although many of the sites are undefined. A well-established campground host is present in 
Fern. In addition, Fern is designed to accommodate recreational vehicles and includes a dump 

Figure 3.33 – 
New playgroup 
& walkway in 
Fern 
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station. A comfort station (modern restroom) has been developed for the Fern campground. In 
addition, a new playgroup was added during 2010 between Fern and Elm (Figure 3.33). 

 

 

 

Grapevine and Hickory are mainly intended for tenting, although recreational vehicles are fairly 
common in these campgrounds. These areas are served by vault toilets, but a dump station is 
provided near the entrance to Hickory. Many of the campsites are eroded and poorly defined. 
Because of the limited development of roadways within the campgrounds, vehicles have been 
driven throughout the area compacting the soil and reducing ground cover (Figure 3.34). 

The intervening area between Grapevine and Hickory may not have been intended for camping, 
but it has become a “campground” because of use by visitors. There is little evidence of 
intentional planning to accommodate vehicles or support a camping experience. 

Figure 3.34 – Grapevine campground 

Note compacted soils; limited ground 
cover; poorly defined sites; vehicle use off 
road 
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One remaining campground is provided outside of the main park. This is the Reregulation Area 
(Mountain Fork Park) east of the city of Broken Bow along the lower Mountain Fork River. As 
indicated in prior discussion, the area is accessed from Highway 70 and is managed by the 
commissioners of McCurtain County. Property surrounding the Reregulation Area is designated 
as part of the Ouachita National Forest, although private properties adjoin the roadway leading 
from Highway 70 into the campground. 

Camping in this area includes a mixture of tents and various recreational vehicles. Some of the 
sites have been designed and planned, while several sites appear to have been casually developed 
over time. The Reregulation Area is supported by a modern restroom constructed above the 
floodplain. 

One of the difficulties in this area is lack of accessibility to the modern restroom because of the 
terrain. As shown in Figure 3.35, the restroom is situated on higher ground than is true of the 
campground. Natural surface walkways lead to the entrance to the restroom and limit compliance 
with federal accessibility guidelines. 

 

Forest Heritage Center and Park Office 
A unique feature of Beavers Bend State Park is the Forest Heritage Center, operated as a 
cooperative facility with the Oklahoma Department of Forestry. The Forest Heritage Center 
includes offices for representatives from the Oklahoma Department of Forestry, offices for park 
personnel, a gift shop, meeting rooms, and an interpretive center. The Center is designed with a 
structure in a pentagon shape, allowing for a central outdoor courtyard. The exterior access to the 

Figure 3.35 – Reregulation area 
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Forest Heritage Center and the internal access to the central courtyard are ramped, allowing 
access for persons with mobility limitations. 

The Forest Heritage Center and 
museum tells the story of forests in 
southeastern Oklahoma and human 
interaction with those forests. 
Dioramas painted by artist Harry 
Rossoll, who created many of the 
images of Smokey Bear, describe the 
ecology of a forest community, the 
growth of industries based on those 
forests, and the history of human 
interaction with the forests. In addition 
to the dioramas, numerous 
photographs, panels of text, artifacts, 
and other exhibits describe the 
activities of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps, industry, and community development in southeastern Oklahoma. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting rooms in the Forest Heritage Center are available on a rental basis and tours of the 
Center are provided upon request. Group activities in the Center include a variety of educational 
programs, special event programming, and interpretive tours. 

Large special events are hosted at the Forest Heritage Center including portions of the Owa-
Chita Festival each spring, the woodsman competition, the Masters at Work competition and 
exhibit, and the folk festival in the fall. Products from several of these festivals adorn the Forest 

Figure 3.36 – Diorama in Forest Heritage 
Center 

Artist: Harry Rossoll 

Figure 3.37 – Exhibits in 
the Forest Heritage Center 
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Figure 3.39 – Nature Center (Historic Cabin 47) 

Heritage Center and describe the great variety of art, competition, and other activities featured in 
southeastern Oklahoma. 

The Forest Heritage Center Association is a membership association incorporated to support the 
activities of the Center and museum. The association is coordinated through an advisory board. 
This board publishes a newsletter and maintains a website providing information related to the 
activities at the Forest Heritage Center (http://www.beaversbend.com/fhc.html). 

 

 

Nature Center 
The nature center at Beavers Bend State Park is a log structure built by the CCC, originally 
constructed in the 1930s. As a result, this structure is identified as a historic property, 
contributing to the value of the overall grouping of remaining CCC structures. The building has 
been designated Cabin 47 (OO on Map 3 in Appendix A). 

The interpretive programs at the nature center tend to be static displays. A few live animals are 
included in the interpretive area, but with inadequate space and inadequate support facilities. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.38 – Inner courtyard and access to Forest Heritage Center 

http://www.beaversbend.com/fhc.html�
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Figure 3.40 – Restoration of Nature Center 

Plans are in place for the development of a new interpretive nature center, located in the same 
general area. The plans include development of more interactive interpretive displays. At the 
same time, Cabin 47, the existing nature center, will need to be restored with an appropriate use. 
During summer 2010, that restoration was underway as shown in Figure 3.40. 

 

 
 

 

Park Maintenance Facilities 
To support the operations of Beavers Bend State Park, there are several park maintenance 
facilities distributed throughout the property. While these facilities are not open to the general 
public, they are essential for park operations and are part of the resources that must be managed 
by park staff. Specific facilities are located near the cabin area, just off Highway 259A. A second 
facility is located along Highway 259A between the hydroelectric powerhouse and the spillway. 
Additional maintenance facilities are located near the entry to the Carson Creek area and at the 
entry to Stevens Gap. The Cedar Creek Golf Course includes facilities for maintenance specific 
to the golf course. 

Hiking/Walking/Riding Trails  
Numerous trails have been developed within Beavers Bend State Park on the River and Beavers 
Bend State Park on the Lake, while additional trails extend beyond the borders of the park. The 
longest of these trails is the David L. Boren Trail extending from the low-water dam in the 
southeastern portion of the park, near Acorn campgrounds, and continuing to the northern 
reaches of Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake at Cedar Creek Golf Course. This trail was 
developed early in the history of the park and was renamed for Senator David Boren – former 
governor of Oklahoma. The David Boren trail is a challenging hike of nine miles in Beavers 
Bend State Park on the River plus 17 more miles (totaling 26 miles) to the northern reaches of 
the park. The Boren trail is marked for use by hikers and mountain bikers. 
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Within Beavers Bend State Park on the River, other trails provide linkages to the Boren trail. 
These include the Beaver Creek trail, the Deer Crossing trail, and the Beaver Lodge trail. All of 
these connecting trails are fairly easy for most hikers. 

The Pine Ridge Nature Trail extends from Group Camp 1 for approximately three-quarters of a 
mile in a figure-8 loop. The Pine Ridge Nature Trail allows visitors to explore habitat ranging 
from marsh, to the bottomland forest and floodplain along Beaver Creek, to ridges above the 
creek bed. With a couple of hilly areas, this trail is rated as fairly easy. 

The Dogwood Interpretive Nature Trail (marked on some maps as the Big Oak Nature Trail) is a 
loop trail within the Grapevine campground in the River Bend area. This trail is approximately 
one mile in distance and offers a fairly easy walk. The Dogwood Interpretive Nature Trail 
permits visitors to observe birds, beaver and their activities, and occasionally mink in their 
habitat along the Mountain Fork River. During 2009, staff at the nature center indicated the 
Dogwood Interpretive Nature Trail had been closed to the public due to lack of use and limited 
maintenance. 

Another fairly easy trail for most visitors is the Forest Heritage Trail. This trail is a 1.1 mile loop 
trail extending downhill from the Center to Beaver Creek and then along the floodplain of the 
creek before heading back toward the Center. 

Among the trails that provide connection to the David Boren trail is the Cedar Bluff Nature Trail. 
The Cedar Bluff Nature Trail is more challenging than several of the previous trails and may 
involve crossing creeks during wet weather. The Cedar Bluff Nature Trail starts in the Dogwood 
campground and extends as a loop along the Mountain Fork River. 

The Beaver Lodge Nature Trail parallels the Mountain Fork River extending from below the 
hydroelectric dam on the south to the spillway on the north. The Beaver Lodge Nature Trail is a 
fairly easy hike, but is presently limited due to the loss of a bridge during high water in 2009. 

Two trails in Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake have not been maintained in recent years. 
These include the Deer Run trail and the Maple Ridge trail. As a result of limited use and limited 
maintenance, these two trails are not marked on visitor maps. Based on comments from staff, 
Deer Run and Maple Ridge are not considered to be trails at present. 

General Day Use Areas 
As indicated in the discussions related to the campgrounds, group camps, and cabin areas, day 
use is common throughout Beavers Bend State Park. Day visitors to Beavers Bend State Park are 
those people who visit the park for an activity during the day, but who are lodging elsewhere for 
the night. This lodging may be at one of the many local establishments outside the park. Day 
visitors desire access to the park for a variety of activities: fishing, swimming, boating, hiking, 
picnicking, attending a festival or event, sightseeing, as well as a variety of other activities. 

Particular locations within Beavers Bend State Park are more likely to attract day visitors. These 
locations follow specific patterns. In each of these settings, overnight guests at the park may 
intermingle with day visitors as they have similar recreational interests. 

First, many anglers will seek one of the locations that include a boat ramp. All of these locations 
are in Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake, with favorite locations for particular individuals. 
Preferences may be determined by access to fishing locations or the quality of the boat ramp. 
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Second, trout anglers frequent the area along the 
lower Mountain Fork River (Figure 3.41). They 
often park in the campgrounds or other general 
parking areas that receive mixed use and access the 
river by foot. 

Third, boaters may seek these same lake locations, 
but their preferences are more frequently 
determined by quality of the boat ramp, available 
safe parking, and ease of vehicle access. The 
marina serves a sub-set of the boating population. 

Fourth, day visitors include picnickers who choose to use one of the many locations within the 
park that support picnics. This activity is encouraged through the provision of picnic tables and 
shelters at various locations. Many of the shelters within campgrounds are often utilized by day 
visitors for this purpose. 

Fifth, hikers, sightseers, swimmers, equestrians, and other recreational visitors mix with 
overnight guests at various locations within Beavers Bend State Park as both groups engage in 
similar recreational activities. Research has shown that most day visitors have distinct difference 
in expectations for park management and amenities than do overnight guests (Caneday & Jordan, 
2003). 

Sixth, the same situation is true for those persons attending special events within the park. Most 
special events are centered on the Forest Heritage Center, the nature center, or the restaurant 
area. Day visitors and overnight guests participate in these activities in similar manners. 

Locations within Beavers Bend State Park that receive high day use activity include the Forest 
Heritage Center, the nature center, the restaurant, and the swimming beach. In addition, several 
of the concession locations are also designed to attract day visitors. These include a train, stables, 
paddle boat rental, canoe floats, the marina, and the fly shop. 

Islands as Part of Beavers Bend State Park 
A number of islands within Broken Bow Lake are included within the boundaries of Beavers 
Bend State Park on the Lake. While these islands are inaccessible except by boat, they are 
utilized by day visitors who have access to boats or personal water craft. The islands have not 
been developed for recreational activity, but often serve as locations for boating day visitors to 
picnic or sunbathe. Unfortunately some of these visitors dispose of trash and litter while on the 
islands, making it unlikely that the trash or litter could be disposed of properly. 

Over the years, park management has discussed policies and potential for use of the islands for 
overnight visitation. Some park visitors access these islands for overnight use, although it is 
difficult to document level of use. There are no accommodations for disposal of human waste on 
the islands. In addition, access for law enforcement or emergency services would be quite 
difficult. 

Concessions 
Nine concessions are presently operating at Beavers Bend State Park. Each of the 
concessionaires operates under a contractual agreement with the State of Oklahoma and provides 

Figure 3.41 – Trout anglers 
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Figure 3.43 – Excursion train concession 

revenue to the park in return for rights of operation. These concession operations are distributed 
throughout the park. The nine concession operations at present are (1) café/restaurant, (2) gift/ 
souvenir shop, (3) marina, (4) canoe rentals, (5) paddle boat rentals, (6) stable and riding 
academy, (7) group camps, (8) ice cream vendors, and (9) outfitters (fly shop and parasail). 

The stables and a train operate in the River Bend area, within a large oval formed by the road 
leading to Elm, Fern, Grapevine, and Hickory campgrounds. A canoe concession is located along 
the Mountain Fork River near a low water dam and Highway 259A. This concessionaire also 
rents paddle boats. Paddle boats and modified kayaks are also rented just south of the beach area 
at a location that also provides miniature golf. 

 

A separate retail sale location 
provides goods and services for fly 
fishers along the lower Mountain 
Fork River (Figure 3.42). This 
location is easily accessible from 
Highway 259A with adequate 
parking for most days of operation. 

During the period of research and on-site visitation by the staff conducting the RMP, the fly shop 
was closed. 

A miniature train provides a ride through the 
forested environment of the River Bend area. 
The tracks for the train form an oval allowing 
mixing between the stables and the train ride. 
Guests at this location utilize the same parking 
lot, accessed from the roadway through the 
River Bend area. The excursion train is 
designed for the enjoyment of young park 
guests, although adults also participate in the 
concession. 

Food is provided by ice cream vendors who 
provide their products from vehicles moving 
throughout the park. The restaurant located 

near the Forest Heritage Center and nature center is also a concession operation. During major 
events, such as the Owa-Chita festival, numerous other concessionaires operate temporarily in 
service to the park guests. These concessionaires provide food service and other retail sales 
during the special events. For the most part, these concession operations are located in Beavers 
Bend State Park on the River, often near Group Camp 1, the Nature Center, the Forest Heritage 
Center, and the store (Figure 3.44 on the following page). 

Figure 3.42 – Beavers 
Bend Fly Shop (right) 
and Canoe Rental 
(below) 
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Figure 3.44 – Concessions and 
support services during 
festivals 
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A parasail concession operates from the 
Coyote Drive area in Beavers Bend State 
Park on the Lake. This concession is 
located near the beach at that site and 
requires access to open water for actual 
operation (Figure 3.45). 

 
The Broken Bow Marina is located in the Stevens Gap area of Beavers Bend State Park on the 
Lake, but physically this location is slightly northwest of the spillway. The marina operates as a 
concession. The marina provides slips and storage space for boats, gasoline, maintenance 
services, sales, food, and other services to guests (Figure 3.46). 

 
 

 

Canoe livery services from outside the 
park access the Mountain Fork River 
through the Reregulation area. These 
livery operators bring their canoes 
through the campground to a boat ramp 
and off-load the canoes and guests for a 
float downriver to a location further 
south (Figure 3.47). 

  

Figure 3.45 – Parasail concession 

Extreme Water Sports – right  

Figure 3.46 – Boats moored at Broken Bow Marina 

Figure 3.47 – Canoe livery 
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Park Visitation 
Attendance records have been kept since the opening days of the park. It should be noted that 
counting park visitors is an inaccurate process, especially in a park where a state highway (259A) 
passes through the park boundaries. Technically, every person entering the park is a park visitor 
– but not all of those visitors are recreational visitors. At Beavers Bend State Park a certain 
percentage of the visitors recorded in the park would include park staff, vendors, 
concessionaires, and members of the general public passing through the park along the state 
highway. Other aspects of park visitation can be calculated more accurately. This would include 
those situations in which there is an exchange of a fee for a specific service. As a result, the 
following discussion reports total visitation to Beavers Bend State Park and specific usage of 
particular areas within the park. 

Recreational Use of Park Facilities 
Visitation for Beavers Bend State Park has increased significantly from the first reported levels 
of use during the 1930s. Presently, an estimated one million people or more visit Beavers Bend 
State Park annually. The number includes day visitors and overnight visitors. The day visitors 
include pass-through sightseers, golfers, anglers, equestrian visitors, picnickers, trail hikers, 
boaters, river floaters, and many other recreational visitors lodging at locations other than within 
the park. Overnight visitors include campers, cabin guests, lodge guests and group campers who 
spend one or more nights within Beavers Bend State Park. 

Determining the number of campers, cabin guests, group camp guests, and lodge guests is more 
accurate than is the calculation of total visitors to the park. Total visitors are calculated based on 
traffic counters and a proxy variable for number of occupants in vehicles passing entry points 
into the park. Total number of visitors should not be interpreted as “individuals” in that 
numerous individuals are repeat visitors to the park on a daily, weekly, monthly, or annual basis. 
In addition, with multiple entries into Beavers Bend State Park, it is possible that a single 
individual may be counted on multiple occasions entering different portions of the park. 
A slight downward trend in visitation has been noticed over the past three years. During fiscal 
year 2006, the visitation estimate for the park was 1,063,850 persons. The visitation numbers 
dropped during fiscal year 2007 to 1,036,552 and remained at a similar level in fiscal year 2008 
(1,036,661). However, fiscal year 2009 demonstrated a continued decline in visitation numbers 
to 1,023,509. Numerous factors may influence visitation, including: weather, economic 
conditions locally and nationally, water levels in Broken Bow Lake, and individual variables. 
The detail on the visitation by year is shown in Table 3.1 on the following page. 

Table 3.1 – Camping and Total Visitation 

Fiscal year Day visitors Campsites rented 
– improved 

Campsites rented 
– unimproved 

Total Visitation 

2007 849,971 29,516 12,064 1,036,552 

2008 850,062 26,475 9,928 1,036,661 

2009 839,273 24,627 9,585 1,023,509 
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Specific factors that may have influenced rental of campsites during 2008 and 2009 included 
high water in the river and lake. For example, during 2009, the Memorial Day weekend included 
record volume of water flowing through the Mountain Fork River. This required the closing of 
several campgrounds and most of Beavers Bend State Park. 

There is a general perception that visitors to Beavers Bend State Park include a significant 
percentage of Texans. This is most evident from identification of license plates in the parking 
lots and around the campgrounds. 

The evidence for dominance by out-of-state guests is clearly demonstrated in cabin guests as 
shown in Table 3.2. At registration, the guests indicate home address giving a high level of 
accuracy to the reporting of about a three-to-one ratio of out-of-state guests utilizing the cabins at 
Beavers Bend State Park. 

The pattern of visitation numbers for cabin guests has paralleled that of overall visitation during 
the past three years. Numbers of guests have declined slightly over that period. Again in 2009, 
the cabins were closed most of the Memorial Day weekend due to high water. 

Table 3.2 – Cabin Guests 

Fiscal year Total cabin 
guests 

In-state cabin 
guests 

Out-of-state 
cabin guests 

Percent 
occupancy 

2007 36,155 7,956 28,219 67% 

2008 34,794 8,059 26,729 72% 

2009 32,822 5,976 26,755 64% 

The detail provided in reports generated from rental of cabins indicates that the fiscal 2009 rental 
to 32,822 guests was generated from 10,873 units. Under most conditions, 46 or 47 units were 
available, although repairs and other conditions reduced the available units upon occasion. In 
addition, these rentals indicated an average of three guests per rental. 

In a similar manner, the occupancy at Lakeview Lodge is reported in Table 3.3. This pattern 
again shows the reduction in visitation numbers over the past three years, while maintaining a 
pattern of slightly more than 2:1 out-of-state guests to in-state guests. Occupancy rates at the 
lodge are lower than the occupancy rates in the cabins. This would indicate that demand is 
greater for cabins and guests show a preference for the cabins. 

Table 3.3 – Occupancy at Lakeview Lodge 

Fiscal year Total lodge 
guests 

In-state lodge 
guests 

Out-of-state 
lodge guests 

Percent 
occupancy 

2007 14,973 6,234 8,739 48% 

2008 14,258 5,987 8,414 45% 

2009 13,661 5,610 8,051 48% 
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The records for fiscal year 2009 showed that the 13,661 guests at Lakeview Lodge were 
generated by 6,900 rentals yielding an average occupancy of just under two people per room 
rental. Under most conditions, 40 rooms were available although needed maintenance reduced 
those numbers on occasion. During the winter months there were several nights in which 
Lakeview Lodge had fewer than 10 rooms rented, with an occasional night showing no rooms 
rented. The occupancy rate in December 2008 was 14.37% and January 2009 was 17.6%. 

Table 3.4 – Golfers at Cedar Creek Golf Course 

Fiscal year 18 hole green 
fees 

9 hole green fees Tournament fees Annual green 
fees 

2007 8,319 788 673 27 

2008 7,322 1,052 552 45 

2009 6,695 1,024 812 54 

Cedar Creek Golf Course is a highly rated course, relying on guest play rather than membership 
play for its operation. As is common with golf courses in rural park environments, the number of 
members as shown by annual green fees is quite low. As a result, the bulk of revenue produced at 
Cedar Creek Golf Course is generated by daily play – 18 hole green fees, 9 hole green fees, or 
tournament fees. Those numbers have declined slightly over the past three years. This is again a 
reflection of a number of factors, but 2008 and 2009 were years in which the golf course was 
adversely affected by high water in Broken Bow Lake. 

The club house at the golf course offers a variety of services and merchandise for golfers, 
providing additional revenue sources. Several of those revenue streams are directly related to 
number of players at the course. A selected number of these indicators are shown in Table 3.5. 
Despite the decline in total number of rounds of golf played over the past three years, each of 
these revenue streams has been increasing. That is an indication of good marketing, 
merchandising, and management. 

Table 3.5 – Other Revenue Streams at Cedar Creek Golf Course 

Fiscal year Driving range Daily cart rental Annual cart lease 

2007 763 8,032 12 

2008 751 8,580 14 

2009 850 9,214 18 

Public Perception of Beavers Bend State Park 
At the time of preparation of this resource management plan, the authors reviewed numerous 
websites and marketing sources related to Beavers Bend State Park, which were provided by 
private sources. Further, private citizens and visitors to Beavers Bend State Park maintain 
personal “blogs” and social networking sites that address their experiences and visits to the park. 
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In addition, guest books in numerous privately owned cabins surrounding the park provided 
interesting reading and commentary regarding the park and experiences there. 

While some errors in numbers or misperceptions in management are noted in these various sites, 
the overall tone regarding Beavers Bend State Park is highly positive. These positive 
perspectives are expressed in many local marketing efforts, through chambers of commerce, 
private businesses, and local word of mouth, indicating the importance of Beavers Bend State 
Park to the economy of McCurtain County. 

Other positive perceptions are detailed in the experiences presented in the “blogs” and on social 
networks by former guests of the park. These perceptions include highly positive comments 
regarding the camping and cabins in the park, exuberance for the various outdoor recreation 
activities provided, commentary on the quality of fishing in the lake and on the river, and other 
remembrances of enjoyment while visiting Beavers Bend State Park. 

User Evaluations of Beavers Bend State Park 
The most formal and scientific evaluations for Beavers Bend State Park were generated during 
the 2003 park visitor survey (Caneday & Jordan, 2003). These evaluations are the result of on-
site interviews with park visitors contacted at various locations throughout the park. The analysis 
of the data from these interviews was reported by category of type of visitor: day visitor, camper, 
cabin guest, or lodge guest. This visitor survey is the most recent thorough analysis of attitudes 
and opinions represented by visitors to Oklahoma state parks. Since contacts were made at public 
locations throughout the park, the determining factor for classification of the visitors was their 
respective place of lodging during the visit on which they were contacted. 

At the time of the 2003 park visitor survey, Beavers Bend and Hochatown were treated as 
separate state parks. The data from the on-site interviews was reported separately and has been 
combined for purposes of this resource management plan. 

Day visitors to Beavers Bend State Park were familiar with the park, averaging three visits per 
year. The most frequent recreational activities reported by these day visitors were driving for 
pleasure (sightseeing), observing wildlife, and picnicking. Day visitors tended to be quite 
satisfied with their experiences at the park, showing the least satisfaction with public toilets in 
the park. The park was the primary destination for most of the day visitors, who were motivated 
to visit the park to be with friends or family. Day visitors were satisfied with the fees that were 
charged, most of which are related to activities provided by concessionaires. 

Day visitors tended to be in groups, ranging up to nine individuals, but the most common 
grouping of day visitors was four members. The day visitors contacted during the survey tended 
to be white, non-Hispanic with a high school education or above. They ranged in age from 24 to 
71 years of age, but averaged about 50 years of age; they included similar numbers of males and 
females. Although these individuals were day visitors, they had traveled a substantial distance to 
get to Beavers Bend State Park, averaging more than 100 miles in travel. It is likely that some of 
these day visitors stayed at lodging outside of the park. 

Campers at Beavers Bend State Park were also quite familiar with the park in that they were 
repeat visitors. Campers had visited the park as many as 12 times in a year, although the most 
frequent response was twice per year. These campers participated in a wide range of recreation 
activities, but most frequently they walked or hiked, drove for pleasure (sightseeing), or relaxed 
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on the beach. The campers also fished or swam while visiting the park. Approximately half of 
the campers also canoed or biked while in the park. Campers expressed satisfaction with most of 
the facilities provided in the park. The greatest dissatisfaction was expressed related to the 
showers and public toilets in the campgrounds. The campers were evenly divided between those 
who stayed in a recreational vehicle and those who were in tents. 

Beavers Bend State Park was the primary destination for all the campers contacted in the survey. 
They chose to visit the park to relax or rest and to be with friends or family. Approximately two-
thirds of the campers contacted in the survey were satisfied with the prices charged for services 
in the park. Most of the campers were white, non-Hispanic, but there was some diversity shown 
among the respondents. In addition, the campers were well educated having some college or 
more. 

Campers reported having traveled up to 450 miles one-way to visit Beavers Bend State Park. The 
most frequent response was a 200 mile distance from home to the park. The most common zip 
codes of origin for the campers showed that they came from northeast Texas. 

A third group of visitors to Beavers Bend State Park included in the survey were cabin guests. 
The cabin guests contacted during the on-site interviews were repeat visitors to the park, but 
typically made only one visit to the park each year. The principal recreation activities for cabin 
guests were hiking or walking and observing wildlife. As a result, it can be concluded that cabin 
guests at the park are less active than campers. 

Cabin guests were satisfied with the facilities and amenities provided at Beavers Bend State 
Park. They did express a desire to have cabins on the lake in addition to those near the Mountain 
Fork River. 

Cabin guests were more likely to be en route to another location than were other visitors to 
Beavers Bend State Park. They were younger than campers, with a mode of 34 as the most 
common age. Cabin guests were white, non-Hispanic and well educated. Cabin guests also 
traveled considerable distances to get to Beavers Bend State Park, averaging 250 miles distance 
from their home location. Their reported zip codes indicated residences in northeast Texas. 

The final group of visitors to be contacted during their visits to Beavers Bend State Park was 
lodge guests. Since the contacts were made at various public locations throughout the park, a 
lodge guest was equally available for contact. However, very few lodge guests were contacted in 
Beavers Bend State Park – or at other state parks that have lodges across Oklahoma. 

The lodge guests who were contacted during the interviews reported sightseeing and observing 
wildlife as primary recreation activities. They showed less involvement in park activities than did 
day visitors, campers, or cabin guests. Lodge guests were satisfied with the facilities and 
amenities provided, particularly with the television service and lodge furnishings. 

Lodge guests were younger than campers, similar in age to cabin guests. They showed some 
racial and ethnic diversity and were well educated. They had traveled about 250 miles from their 
home locations for their visit to Beavers Bend State Park. Lodge guests were most frequently 
from Texas, Oklahoma City, or Tulsa. 

Park Management 
Over the years of operation, management structure for Beavers Bend State Park has changed at 
the direction of leadership from Oklahoma City. At various times the property has been managed 
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as two separate state parks: Beavers Bend and Hochatown. At other times the park was operated 
in relative exclusion from the golf course and the lodge. More recently the three components of 
Beavers Bend State Park have been more closely affiliated. This closer affiliation allows for a 
greater communication and cooperation between the three divisions that rely upon joint resources 
within the park. 

Beavers Bend State Park is currently included in the Southeast Regional Office of Oklahoma 
State Parks. This intermediate management structure allows park management to work with 
regional oversight as an intermediary or in direct contact with the Oklahoma City office. As with 
all state parks in Oklahoma, personnel, purchasing, contracting, and all other aspects of operation 
are governed by Oklahoma state statutes, policies, and procedures. 

Staffing 
Staffing at Beavers Bend State Park has varied in assignment and numbers over the years. As a 
resort park, the staff members have been categorized as park staff, golf course staff, and lodge 
staff at various times. Currently, all three divisions are under the oversight of a single park 
manager. 

Table 3.6 documents the staffing pattern for Beavers Bend State Park. It should be noted that, at 
the end of the 2008 fiscal year, the cabin cleaning contract was cancelled. As a result, the park 
hired four permanent housekeeping staff to replace those who had been employed through the 
external contract. 

Frequent management statistics report the number of park staff per acre or per visitor. Using 
those criteria at Beavers Bend State Park for park staff there would be one staff person for 134 
acres or one staff person for 19,000 guests. 

During discussions with the park manager, it became apparent that two employees on the park 
budget are actually Oklahoma Division of Forestry staff assigned to the Forest Heritage Center. 
These positions are important to the park operation, especially as it relates to the interpretive 
activities and special events at the Forest Heritage Center. 

Table 3.6 – Staffing at Beavers Bend State Park 

Fiscal year Permanent salaried 
staff 

Seasonal staff Total park staff 

2007 27 23 50 

2008 27 23 50 

2009 31 23 54 

Among the permanent staff at Beavers Bend State Park, three permanent park rangers are under 
the Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement System (OLERS) and the remaining employees are 
under the Oklahoma Public Employees Retirement System (OPERS). The three rangers are 
CLEET certified, while one seasonal ranger has been CLEET-certified and one seasonal ranger 
has been reserve-CLEET certified. In addition, the manager has been reserve-CLEET certified 
and the assistant manager is CLEET certified. 
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A review of staffing patterns for the park indicates that most of the seasonal employees begin 
their employment in May and are terminated in September. A few seasonal employees are 
employed on a very limited basis throughout the year. Discussions with the park manager 
indicated that it is difficult to recruit qualified seasonal employees. Well-qualified, potential 
applicants are employed elsewhere. Low pay levels through the state for these seasonal positions 
makes employment less attractive than through the private sector. 

Table 3.7 – Staffing at Lakeview Lodge 

Fiscal year Permanent salaried 
staff 

Seasonal staff Total lodge staff 

2007 6 5 11 

2008 6 4 10 

2009 6 4 10 

Table 3.7 documents the staffing for Lakeview Lodge. Management of the forty-room lodge with 
the various responsibilities and divisions associated with that management require the present 
staffing pattern at a minimum. 

Cedar Creek Golf Course has remained consistent and stable in staffing patterns over the past 
three fiscal years as shown in Table 3.8 (Following page). One staff member lives in a residence 
adjacent to the pro shop at the golf course. This provides security and allows for more efficient 
assignment of personnel while also providing service to visiting golfers. 

Table 3.8 – Staffing at Cedar Creek Golf Course 

Fiscal year Permanent salaried 
staff 

Seasonal staff Total golf course staff 

2007 4 5 9 

2008 4 5 9 

2009 4 5 9 

Revenue and Expenses 
Detailing revenue and expenses for state operations is difficult due to the complex accounting of 
revenue and expense codes, the mixing of state appropriations with revenue earned on-site, and 
the methods by which retirement of debt is documented. All of these factors are involved in the 
accounting for Beavers Bend State Park and its various operations. 

The following tables (Table 3.9 and Table 3.10) provide a cursory look at revenue and expenses 
for the state park, the lodge, and the golf course. During the most recent three fiscal years, state 
appropriations have declined as state budgets have been stressed due to the economic conditions. 
However, certain expenses have increased. In particular, benefit costs for the operations at 
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Beavers Bend State Park (as is true for all state employment) increased dramatically. During this 
three year period, mandatory benefit costs for employees increased by approximately 40%. 

Other aberrations make it difficult to accurately reflect all the detail related to revenue and 
expenses. For example, the budget for 21 seasonal employees at Beavers Bend State Park during 
fiscal 2009 was originally $16,644. That was unrealistic; the actual expenditure for those 21 
seasonal employees was $104,000. 

Table 3.9 separates the personnel expenses (actual salaries, wages, and benefits) and operating 
expenses for the respective divisions of Beavers Bend State Park. These separate expenses are 
then totaled to provide insight into the actual cost of operations for the park, the lodge, and the 
golf course. Capital expenses are not included in these figures. 

Table 3.9 – Expense at Beavers Bend State Park 

Fiscal year Beavers Bend State 
Park 

Lakeview Lodge Cedar Creek Golf 
Course 

2007 Total 
Personnel Expense 
Operating Expense 

$2,128,820 
$1,333,256 
  $795,564 

$451,889 
$241,939 
$209,950 

$621,847 
$236,786 
$385,061 

2008 Total 
Personnel Expense 
Operating Expense 

$2,098,046 
$1,280,797 
  $817,249 

$524,591 
$261,679 
$262,912 

$643,609 
$243,609 
$400,000 

2009 Total 
Personnel Expense 
Operating Expense 

$2,221,199 
$1,434,119 
  $787,080 

$480,018 
$236,786 
$243,232 

$644,529 
$245,050 
$399,479 

These expenses are reflected in Table 3.10 on the following page and compared to the revenue 
produced each fiscal year through the park, lodge, and golf course. It should be noted that, from 
the authors’ research, no state park, lodge, or golf course operation nationally is a revenue 
positive operation. All state park properties require some subsidy from state appropriations to 
maintain operations. 

Table 3.10 – Revenue and Expense at Beavers Bend State Park 

Fiscal year Beavers Bend State 
Park 

Lakeview Lodge Cedar Creek Golf 
Course 

2007 
Revenue 

Total Expense 
$1,883,134 
$2,128,820 

 
$680,675 
$451,889 

 
$290,954 
$621,847 

2008 
Revenue 

Total Expense 

 
$1,836,511 
$2,098,046 

 
$650,475 
$524,591 

 
$276,331 
$643,609 

2009 
Revenue 

Total Expense 

 
$2,020,691 
$2,221,199 

 
$712,015 
$480,018 

 
$277,368 
$644,529 
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As mentioned in the earlier discussion of concessions operating at Beavers Bend State Park, 
there are nine concession contracts in place. These concessionaires provide revenue to the state 
park and those revenues are included in the reported data in Table 3.10. During fiscal year 2007, 
the concessionaires yielded $136,626 in revenue; during fiscal year 2008 this revenue increased 
to $143,063; and in fiscal year 2009, the concessionaires produced $155,776 in revenue for 
Beavers Bend State Park. 

Hazards Analysis – Natural and Operational 
Any recreational activity includes the exposure to hazards, and the probability of specific risks 
may increase in many outdoor settings. In most current discussions related to hazard and risk, 
hazards are defined as conditions or events. Risk is the likelihood of injury resulting from a 
given hazard and is typically defined as a probability of adverse effects from those conditions or 
events. Everything people do exposes them to hazards. It is how people conduct themselves that 
determines the risk. An agency or site risk management plan addresses potential loss from 
anticipated hazards. 

Natural Hazards 
As with all natural areas, Beavers Bend State Park includes a number of hazards. Some of those 
hazards are natural and related to such things as topography, flora, and fauna. Some of the 
hazards are structural or related to design; other hazards are operational in nature. 

Natural hazards in Beavers Bend State Park include the steep terrain, flora and fauna, Broken 
Bow Lake and lesser impoundments, creeks and the Mountain Fork River, as well as a number of 
other natural conditions or events. In addition, the development of facilities encourages visitors 
to interact with the natural environment, encouraging people to participate in recreation in an 
outdoor setting. For example, trails invite visitors to engage the varied terrain and, while signage 
exists, distressed and lost hikers are not uncommon. Quite commonly, visitors are not informed 
of the various hazards and are ill-prepared for the risks involved in their interactions. 

Among the natural hazards present in the park are those associated with weather events. The 
National Climatic Data Center reports a variety of such hazards by county over time. These 
hazards include hail, floods, thunderstorms with accompanying wind and lightning, tornadoes, 
heavy snow, ice, excessive heat, and drought. Staff members are prepared to notify park visitors 
in the event of severe weather, but appropriate shelter is limited. Notification is made by staff 
members as they drive through the park. At the present time, neither signage nor printed visitor 
materials provide severe weather information to park visitors. 

Flooding has occurred along the Mountain Fork River of Beavers Bend State Park and on the 
shores of Broken Bow Lake. During early 2009, Highway 259A was closed to all visitors due to 
high water within the park. During this time the entire portion of Beavers Bend State Park on the 
River was closed, as well as portions of Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. 

Other natural hazards are related to life forms in the natural environment. Any time people are 
hiking and recreating in an outdoor environment, a chance exists that they will inadvertently 
encounter such wildlife; this is the case in Beavers Bend State Park. The Park encompasses an 
environment suitable for venomous snakes including the copperhead, rattlesnake, and water 
moccasin. Park staff reported occasional sightings of venomous snakes, but there are no recent 
records of any adverse encounters between people and snakes within the park. 
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A number of mammals common to the park are subject to rabies. They include raccoons, 
opossums, skunks, badgers, and bats. Additional nuisance animals include armadillos and the 
possibility of bears. Park visitors frequently feed the geese and raccoons, which exacerbates the 
nuisance and increases potential risk to visitors. A more recent increasing population of feral 
hogs has the potential to present problems in encounters with visitors. 

The forest environment at Beavers Bend is home to mosquitoes, ticks, and spiders—all of which 
may be hazards or present hazards to recreational visitors. The Brown Recluse spider and the 
Black Widow are native to McCurtain County. Both spiders have produced adverse effects for 
humans in recreational settings (and other environments). In addition, ticks are known carriers of 
a number of serious diseases in humans. A local resident adjoining the park has posted a sign 
encouraging transport of ticks back to Texas, but such activity would not reduce the local 
population of ticks! 

The 2002 Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (Caneday, 2002) stated: 

An “environmental problem” of increasing occurrence in Oklahoma in recent 
years is related to ticks and tick-transmitted diseases. Although there are a number 
of tick-transmitted diseases, the most frequent occurrence is shown by Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever, Lyme disease, and Tularemia. A number of factors are 
related to this increased occurrence of disease including demographics, living 
preferences, and recreational behavior. Oklahoma has experienced significant 
increases in tick-transmitted diseases over the past decade. While most of these 
diseases can be treated, the diseases can also be life threatening. Participants in 
outdoor recreation are among those who encounter the ticks and who contract the 
tick-transmitted diseases. A concerted, unified effort is necessary to educate the 
recreational visitor regarding the results of recreational behaviors. 

At the time of the writing of the 2002 SCORP, the author contacted the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) in Atlanta regarding rumors (at that time) of a mosquito borne virus – West Nile 
virus. The CDC assured Caneday that Oklahoma would not experience West Nile virus within 
the five-year period covered by the 2002 SCORP (2002-2007). However, by summer 2003, 
Oklahoma was experiencing cases of West Nile virus among horses and humans. Often these 
resulted from outdoor recreation activity, and that pattern is continuing. 

Some plants are also hazardous to some individuals and the risk varies by degree of exposure and 
response to that exposure. Poison ivy is among those potentially hazardous plants at Beavers 
Bend State Park.  

Another potential natural hazard in a recreation environment is waterborne disease. As stated in 
the 2002 Statewide Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) for Oklahoma (Caneday, 2002): 

Since 1971, Federal agencies (CDC and EPA) have maintained a collaborative 
surveillance system for collecting and reporting data related to occurrences and 
causes of waterborne-disease outbreaks (WBDOs). As an environmental hazard, 
waterborne diseases have always been present in the United States; however, 
outbreaks linked to drinking water have steadily declined since 1989. By contrast, 
the number of outbreaks linked to recreation activity has increased (Center for 
Disease Control). It is not clear whether this is due to increased outdoor recreation 
activity, larger numbers of people involved in outdoor recreation, or greater hazard 
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present in the water environment. CDC reports for 1995 – 1996 have shown that the 
exposure to the disease occurred in lakes in 59% of waterborne-disease outbreaks of 
gastroenteritis associated with recreational water. Equal percentages (27%) of 
Cryptosporidium parvum and Escherichia coli as the etiologic agent were reported 
during that period. 

Beavers Bend State Park has the potential to be a host for waterborne disease through the various 
creeks, surface waters, and the lake. Another source for waterborne disease at Beavers Bend 
State Park is through the drinking water provided on-site. However, potable water throughout the 
park is provided through an off-site water district and any related risk is comparable to that in 
any home on a permitted public water supply. 

Operational Hazards 
Operational hazards include those vulnerabilities to park staff, the park system, or the state of 
Oklahoma that exist as a result of management or operation of the resource and application of 
policy. Management and operational decisions are made on a daily basis and are affected by 
budgets, prioritization within the state park system, staffing patterns, local and state politics, and 
other external influences.  

At present, emergency fire service is provided by the Broken Bow Fire Department. Emergency 
response time is estimated to be eleven minutes. Additional assistance is provided by the 
Oklahoma Division of Forestry, especially in those cases of wildfire in the forest or grasslands. 

As part of the data collection for the development of this RMP, the researchers conducted several 
on-site visits to Beavers Bend State Park. Common issues that could be dangerous for visitors 
include a lack of directional signs found along trails and in recreation areas in the park. In 
addition, play structures utilize a variety of surfacing materials and several areas are showing a 
good deal of wear. Areas under swings are deeply eroded, and multiple tripping hazards are 
found in the immediate vicinity of playgroups. A thorough examination of the play structures 
and the applicable surface materials for compliance with Consumer Product Safety Commission 
guidelines for public playgrounds is warranted at this time. 

Swimming areas present considerable risk for visitors although visitors are reminded that they 
swim at their own risk. Accidents and injuries are certainly possible, as is death. The best 
protection against these hazards in a properly managed aquatic environment is a well-trained, 
vigilant staff.  

Further, weather-related events (e.g., ice storms, strong winds) in Oklahoma often result in tree 
and limb damage throughout the park. The locations in which downed trees and limbs have 
immediate impact on visitors include the camping areas, trails, and day use areas. Currently, 
Beavers Bend State Park does not have a formal limb management or tree replacement program; 
this is common throughout the state park system. Park staff members attend to downed trees and 
limbs as they discover them and/or are notified of the hazard. 

Other operational hazards may occur during construction, renovation, modification, or normal 
operation. Several such hazards are shown in Figure 3.48 on the following page. 
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Figure 3.48 – Examples of hazards 

Clockwise from left: improper surface on play area; 
exposed metal pipes; electrical units during festival; 
baby chicks near open ice machine and food 
service. 
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Law Enforcement 
The CLEET certified rangers and reserve-CLEET certified rangers are responsible for primary 
activity related to law enforcement within the boundaries of the park. As indicated in other parts 
of this report, it is common for law enforcement units to have mutual aid agreements with other 
law enforcement agencies. As a result, the park rangers may be called off property at various 
times. However, their principal responsibilities are related to enforcement of applicable laws at 
Beavers Bend State Park. 

Approximately 350 citations and incidents are reported at Beavers Bend State Park each year as 
noted in the various reports retained by OTRD. Citations are issued for specific violations of 
statutes, whereas incident reports may include those contacts in which citations are issued and 
extend to other contacts requiring intervention by members of the ranger staff. 

Table 3.11 – Citation and Incident Reports at Beavers Bend State Park 

Calendar year Incident Reports Citations Issued Combined Total 

2007 199 348 547 
2008 101 267 368 
2009   91 281 372 

 
The incident reports frequently identify events for which citations were also issued. The incident 
reports reviewed for preparation of the RMP included: (1) injuries to staff, including workers 
compensation accidents; (2) damage to trees; (3) dog bites; (4) power surges; (5) inmate 
misconduct among supervised work crews; (6) medical emergencies; (7) theft of copper for 
which a perpetrator could not be identified; (8) acts of vandalism; (9) paintball activities in the 
park; and (10) killing of feral hogs. Other incident reports recorded complaints related to the 
parasail concession and injury reports for guests at the stables. During 2008, two river rescues 
were necessary along the Lower Mountain Fork River and resulted in filing of incident reports. 
Tragically, two deaths occurred in the park in 2009, while a fatality from a motor vehicle 
accident in the Carson Creek area was recorded in 2006. Death by drowning has also occurred at 
Beavers Bend State Park. A disturbing incident report revealed that a pipe bomb had been found 
within the park in 2008. 

The citation reports show a pattern of several common groupings. Approximately 20% of the 
citations involve alcohol in the possession of minors. Almost 20% of the citations involved 
controlled and dangerous substances (drugs) and drug paraphernalia. Another 10% of the 
citations involved alcohol for those of legal age and included public intoxication, driving under 
the influence, driving while intoxicated, and a category identified as “actual physical control of a 
motor vehicle.” These cases include situations in which an individual is under the influence of a 
chemical substance, but is not actually driving the vehicle. In some cases, the individual has 
passed out or fallen asleep in a vehicle on the park property. 

Other citations were related to moving vehicles. These included about 40 citations annually for 
speeding, sometimes in excess of 80 miles per hour within the park. Failure to stop for traffic 
control, failure to maintain control of a vehicle, driving without a seatbelt, and failure to maintain 
a child restraint in compliance with Oklahoma law also are reported in many of the citations. 
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Resource related citations were issued for littering, use of fireworks, operating a motor vehicle 
off road, and disposal of dead fish. In addition, each year several citations were issued for failure 
to comply with the leash law for dogs within the park. Other citations were issued for failure to 
have a fishing license or to have the required trout stamp. 

Some patterns emerged from the analysis of the data related to citations and incidents. In many 
cases, multiple citations were given to one individual at a specific time. For example, an under-
age driver may have been cited for a moving vehicle violation, compounded with having an open 
container of alcohol, lack of insurance, and resisting arrest. 

In some cases, recreation behavior resulted in citations for park visitors. Through 2007, 
numerous citations were issued to individuals operating ATVs within the park. During 2008 and 
2009, no citations were issued for this activity. This would seem to indicate that there has been a 
significant reduction or elimination of that activity. A number of citations were issued to 
individuals operating personal water craft within 150’ of boat ramps or beaches. 

A review of the times during which citations were given revealed that the most active time for 
issuing citations was 5:00 PM to 2:00 AM. 

Policy-Related Exposures  
Some aspects of management of hazard risk is incorporated into law enforcement. Park rangers 
are the law enforcement personnel for the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department, 
although they frequently have cooperative (mutual aid) agreements with county sheriffs and the 
Oklahoma Highway Patrol. Law enforcement authority for Oklahoma State Park Rangers is 
authorized by state statute as follows (Title 74 § 2216, 2005): 

Park rangers, when commissioned, shall have all the powers of peace officers except 
the serving or execution of civil process, and shall have in all parts of the state the 
same powers with respect to criminal matters and enforcement of the laws relating 
thereto as sheriffs, highway patrolmen [sic] and police officers in their respective 
jurisdictions and shall possess all immunities and matters of defense now available or 
hereafter made available to sheriffs, highway patrolmen, and police officers in any 
suit brought against them in consequence of acts done in the course of their 
employment, provided, however, they shall comply with the provisions of Section 
3311 of Title 70 of the Oklahoma Statutes. 

Written logs are maintained by park staff to document incidents. In addition to the regular log, 
staff members complete incident reports when notified of property damage or personal injury to 
visitors or staff. While the incident reporting form requires information regarding personal injury 
or property damage, the process does not appear to require follow-up with the reporting party. 

Policies at state parks typically include information about the roles of potential camp hosts. 
Generally, camp hosts are affiliated with a particular camping area and serve as a consistent 
point of contact for campers. Often, these individuals are charged with greeting new campers, 
distributing park information, answering questions about the local area, providing basic security 
to the area, collecting camping fees, and engaging in light park maintenance work. Campers 
commonly perceive camp hosts as park employees; thus, a positive demeanor toward park 
visitors is a necessary camp host trait. In return for their volunteer services, camp hosts are 
provided with long-term campsites at reduced or no cost. 
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In terms of wildlife, while a formal management plan does not exist, staff operates under an 
agreed-upon plan approved by the Oklahoma Division of Wildlife Conservation (ODWC). As an 
important natural resource in the park, the vulnerable and endangered species in the area lack a 
management plan other than classification by ODWC. 

Perhaps one of the most essential operational hazards is the concern that cell phones and radios 
have limited to sporadic service in the park. The mountainous terrain interferes with signals and 
is a greater problem in the northern area of the park than in other areas. Thus, in case of injury, 
illness, fire, or other emergency park staff must use a landline based telephone to call emergency 
personnel. Land lines are limited to a few public locations including park offices, concession 
locations, and several modern restrooms. 

Waste Management 
Waste is generally classified as being either liquid (including human waste) or solid (including 
trash and litter). At Beavers Bend State Park, liquid waste generated at the park is managed on-
site through the use of sewage lagoons, or oxidation ponds. At several locations, liquid waste is 
temporarily retained in vault toilets. These vaults must then be pumped and the liquid waste 
removed to a commercial treatment location. 

Several of the oxidation ponds are 
visible to the visiting public. Each 
of these locations is fenced and 
marked with signs informing 
people of the hazards associated 
with the waste water. However, 
several of these fences are 
inadequate to properly keep 
curious individuals out. 

The greatest concerns related to liquid waste are those related to poorly maintained vault toilets 
at Holly Creek and Panther Creek. The vaults at these locations have not been properly 
maintained or pumped in quite some time. Leakage and spillage at these locations have the 
potential to contaminate the lake. 

Solid waste that is generated through the various human activities in the park is picked up and 
transported off-site. Commonly considered to be trash, this solid waste may include paper, 
plastic, glass, various metals, and a variety of other materials, including food waste. Guests in the 
park are provided several dumpsters for centralized disposal. These dumpsters are subject to 
rodents and other vermin since they are open and easily accessible. 

Currently there is no recycling plan implemented at Beavers Bend State Park. That is true 
statewide in the park system. 

  

Figure 3.49 – Oxidation pond 
at Beavers Bend State Park 
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Chapter 4 – Alternatives and Preferred Plans 
 

Overview and Summary 
In this Resource Management Plan, background is provided related to Beavers Bend State Park 
including the lodge and golf course operations. When analyzed, this information raises several 
issues for consideration. These issues are presented in the following discussion with alternatives 
for management to consider. In each case, based on the available information a preferred 
alternative is identified. 

Issues and Alternatives 
 

Issue Statement 1: Perceived conflicting missions for units within the park 
While they share land and facility resources, state parks, state lodges, and state golf courses have 
historically operated with distinct missions. In particular, state lodges and golf courses tend to be 
entrepreneurial in purpose, seeking to attract and serve tourists while providing upscale 
attractions for guests who visit state parks. On the other hand, state parks generally emphasize 
natural features, historic and cultural environments, and outdoor recreation experiences to a 
greater extent than do lodges and golf courses. Previous research has indicated that guests are 
attracted to each of these units with different motives for their visits to the property.  

Beavers Bend State Park has shown a greater commonality in current management between its 
lodge guests and park guests than some of the other resort parks in Oklahoma. We also know, 
however, that many lodge guests and those who visit the park for the primary purpose of golfing 
do not make use of the natural, cultural, or historic features of the park. However, the rationale 
for Beavers Bend State Park is founded upon and depends upon the natural, cultural, and historic 
resources present on the property. Further, as part of the RMP process, OTRD and park staff 
created purpose and significance statements for Beavers Bend State Park. The purpose statement 
reads: 

The purpose of Beavers Bend State Park is to provide for the protection and public 
enjoyment of the natural, scenic, historic, and ecological resources and values that 
exist within the park property. Park management will conserve the natural, cultural, 
scenic, historic and environmentally-based recreational resources within the park, and 
make them forever available for the education and enjoyment of all people. As one of 
the original Oklahoma State Parks, Beavers Bend encompasses a forest, lake, and 
river ecosystem in a surrounding mountain environment. Beavers Bend provides 
visitor amenities compatible with a resort park as defined by OTRD, and includes 
historic structures built by the Civilian Conservation Corps. 

The statement of significance for Beavers Bend State Park is: 

Beavers Bend State Park encompasses a unique and historic forested ecosystem in a 
surrounding mountain environment. The park provides an ecosystem that supports 
flora and fauna uncommon in other parts of Oklahoma. Further, Beavers Bend State 
Park includes structures, buildings, and impoundments from the Civilian 
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Conservation Corps and more recent efforts in an environment that provides visitors 
the opportunity to form valuable memories and influences the lives of generations of 
guests. 

These statements could be perceived as being in conflict with, or eclipsing, the purpose 
statements that might be created specifically for state lodges and golf courses. In addition, 
purpose statements typically serve as the driving force for future development and focus; thus, 
they are critical for park management. 

Alternatives 

A. Emphasize the mission and purpose of the state park as being the primary resource and 
purpose for this property; 

B. Emphasize the mission and purpose of the golf course and lodge as being the primary 
resources and purposes for this property; 

C. Emphasize the mission and purpose of the state park, the golf course, and the lodge 
equally; 

D. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternative: 

Alternative A: Emphasize the mission and purpose of the state park as being the primary 
resource and purpose for this property. 

 

Issue Statement 2: Capacity of the property for campers and day visitors 
Every park has a capacity or limit to the number of people it can properly serve and maintain the 
natural environment. In park management, the concept of carrying capacity has commonly 
defined capacity as “the amount or type of use that an area can sustain without unacceptable 
change.” In a park environment, the unacceptable change may occur for the environment or for 
the experience of the visitor. 

Current campground development and facilities for day visitors are maximized on frequent 
occasions during the late spring, throughout the summer, and into the early fall. This also occurs 
on dates associated with large special events such as the Owa-Chita Festival. When campgrounds 
fill on peak weekends, campers are directed to overflow camping accommodations. Few 
desirable areas exist that would be appropriate for additional development as campgrounds. 
Thus, the experience provided by the current park environment is best achieved at the current 
design capacity in the developed areas of the park. Campground density of five sites per acre 
within the campground environment and day use areas that allow for ease of movement and 
interaction with the environment are desirable. 

The primary day use areas have been integrated into portions of the park that also include 
overnight accommodations. Picnic areas are tightly organized and well shaded. Tree roots are 
exposed causing tripping hazards throughout the area and ground vegetation will no longer take 
root and grow in some areas. The soil compaction can weaken tree root systems, increasing the 
likelihood of trees falling in major weather events. Further, because little ground vegetation 
exists in some areas, particularly at Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake, rain results in muddy 
conditions; when used for recreation in this condition, erosion and soil compaction worsen. 
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During the on-site research conducted as a foundation for the RMP, staff acknowledged that the 
carrying capacity of Beavers Bend State Park is exceeded on some days during the year and in 
some locations throughout the park. This is most common during summer weekends, holidays, 
and at special events. At other times during the year, Beavers Bend State Park is very quiet, 
hosting few visitors, and offers the opportunity for solitude and interaction with nature. This 
wide range of numbers and density of visitation is common in park settings. 

Alternatives 

A. Develop additional campgrounds and day use areas to permit service to a greater number 
of guests; 

B. Close certain campgrounds and day use areas with the intent of reducing the number of 
guests in the park; 

C. Develop a use plan for peak use dates for both day and overnight visitors to 
accommodate special needs and meet the needs of the natural environment; 

D. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternative: 

Alternative C: Develop a use plan for peak use dates for both day and overnight visitors to 
accommodate special needs and meet the needs of the natural environment. 

 

Issue Statement 3: Green practices related to energy and conservation 
Within the past few years Americans have begun to take conservation practices seriously. On 
behalf of citizens and as a representative of the park and recreation profession – a field with a 
strong connection to the environment – Oklahoma State Parks has initiated several practices that 
are intended to conserve energy and other resources. This has been initiated with energy efficient 
lighting in the lodge and office structures, and needs to be expanded to other management 
practices. 

Among the many possible areas that would benefit from conservation practices are: (1) the golf 
course and its practices related to environmental manipulation; (2) lodge policies related to 
cleaning, laundry, heating, air conditioning, and trash disposal; (3) park policies related to 
mowing, maintenance, debris removal, and waste disposal; and (4) recycling opportunities for 
the entire operation and its guests. 

At present, state laws do not encourage a state agency to recycle waste or trash products, 
especially when private citizens generate (and thereby ‘own’) those materials. Inventory 
management and accounting procedures prevent the sale of, or revenue production from, 
recycled materials. However, volunteer groups such as the Friends of Beavers Bend State Park 
are permitted to serve as an agent for the collection and sale of recyclable materials. Another 
challenge to the establishment of a recycling program is the difficulty in finding a consistent 
market for the various products that might easily be recycled: glass, aluminum, and paper. These 
challenges do not lessen the desirability of establishing a recycling program in the state park 
system.  
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Alternatives 

A. Seek to change state accounting regulations to permit operation of the recycling program 
by park staff; 

B. Work with the Friends of Beavers Bend State Park to create, implement, and evaluate a 
comprehensive recycling program throughout the park; 

C. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternative: 

Alternative B: Work with the Friends of Beavers Bend State Park to create, implement, and 
evaluate a comprehensive recycling program throughout the park. 

 

Issue Statement 4: Loss and degradation of historic structures 
Beavers Bend State Park has a number of structures and features with distinctive historic value 
within its boundaries. The structures include several CCC structures in the main portion of the 
park. Many of the original buildings remain structurally sound, and the surrounding area needs 
attention to make them fully usable. These properties are identified in Appendix A and include 
the present nature center, several cabins, and other structures on property. These historic 
structures need to be preserved, utilizing the techniques and standards specified by the 
Department of Interior for historic preservation to preserve their integrity. During 2010, the 
nature center and several historic cabins were under-going preservation and renovation utilizing 
appropriate techniques. 

Historic structures in any park provide opportunities for education and interpretation; these 
historic features enhance the value of a park experience. These historic features at Beavers Bend 
State Park complement the natural environment and are crucial to the existence of the park. 
School groups, families, and visitors with an understanding of the local history are attracted by 
and benefit from interaction with such facilities. 

Oklahoma State Parks must resist the temptation to attempt to compete with cabins and lodging 
in the private sector surrounding Beavers Bend State Park. Cabins within the state park, 
including those historic structures, must provide an experience compatible with the natural 
features of the park, the historic events that have occurred there, and the connection between 
human activity and the natural environment. That experience will attract a different clientele than 
will lodging in the private sector, but that clientele will be more compatible with the park 
environment.  

Alternatives 

A. Contact the State Historic Preservation Office to determine the historic and cultural value 
of the various structures with the intent to undertake engineering evaluation for 
restoration; 

B. Demolish and remove the structures to reduce associated risks; 
C. No change – continue management as it is. 
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Preferred alternative: 

Alternative A: Contact the State Historic Preservation Office to determine the historic and 
cultural value of the various structures with the intent to undertake engineering evaluation 
for restoration. This has been completed. 

If restoration is not possible, then Alternative B should be implemented. Demolish or remove 
the structures to reduce associated risks. 

 

Issue Statement 5: Interpretive services at Beavers Bend State Park 
Beavers Bend State Park offers a wealth of natural, cultural, historic, ecological, and 
environmental opportunities for interpretation to visitors and guests. Interpretation is commonly 
defined as “an educational activity designed to reveal meaning through the use of firsthand 
experience and original objects” in appropriate settings. It involves storytelling through 
verbal/auditory, kinesthetic/tactile, and visual means. During the visitor assessment of Oklahoma 
State Parks (Caneday & Jordan, 2003), visitors indicated a desire to learn about how to properly 
utilize a state park—this is part of the educational activity that occurs through interpretation. 

At present, passive interpretive programs occur on a regular basis at the Forest Heritage Center 
and the nature center. The richness of the Beavers Bend ecosystem demands interpretation. The 
history surrounding the formation, development, and personalities related to Beavers Bend State 
Park can help visitors understand the intricate culture and environment in southeastern 
Oklahoma. Further, interpretation can aid in visitor education about human interactions with the 
natural environment in recreational settings.  

Developments in media and changes in society demand a more interactive educational 
experience today, even in park settings. Such interactive, engaging interpretive programs should 
be integrated into the newly modified nature center and considered for inclusion in the Forest 
Heritage Center. In an era during which “Nature Deficit Disorder” has been proposed by Richard 
Louv as a social malady and the National Park Service has responded with “No Child Left 
Inside,” numerous programs and curricula are available. The nature center should incorporate 
outdoor education into its interpretive activities. 

Throughout Beavers Bend State Park are sites, features, and events that deserve interpretation. 
An example of this includes three gravestones at Holly Creek. These gravesites are on public 
property and deserve interpretation – plus the respect and sanctity granted to gravesites in more 
traditional locations. Trails also offer excellent interpretive opportunities. 

In addition to interpreting the natural and cultural geography onsite, interpretive programming 
includes community outreach through off-site, off-season activities. In particular, off-site, off-
season interpretive programs offered in surrounding schools provide the opportunity to build 
interest in and a commitment to the park and its environment, while properly educating the park 
visitor of the future. 

Alternatives 

A. Develop an interpretive center, employ appropriate and qualified professional 
interpreters, and develop and deliver interpretive programs fitting for the ecology, 
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environment, history, culture and activities related to Beavers Bend State Park and the 
surrounding area; 

B. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative A: Develop an interpretive center, employ appropriate and qualified professional 
interpreters, and develop and deliver interpretive programs fitting for the ecology, 
environment, history, culture and activities related to Beavers Bend State Park and the 
surrounding area. 

 

Issue Statement 6: Branding and quality of Oklahoma State Park properties  
Oklahoma State Parks has a responsibility to present and sustain a particular level or standard in 
quality. The branding of a property as an Oklahoma State Park suggests that the property and the 
management meets or exceeds professional standards. This is particularly true for a property 
designated as a “resort park.” 

Beavers Bend State Park is one of the premier resort parks in the Oklahoma State Park system. 
As such, the park, the lodge, the golf course, the cabins, and all other aspects of the property are 
subject to those professional standards and expectations. Through summer 2010, three portions 
of Beavers Bend State Park did not meet these professional standards despite the presentation to 
the public as part of the state park system. These properties are Panther Creek, Holly Creek, and 
the Reregulation Area. Although managed by the commissioners of McCurtain County, these 
properties are leased by the state of Oklahoma, are shown on maps to be part of Beavers Bend 
State Resort Park, and signed as state park properties. Further, professional management by the 
commissioners of McCurtain County showed limited promise in that they do not have a history 
of employing properly qualified park and recreation management professionals. 

As presented in the RMP, Panther Creek and Holly Creek are at the northern end of Broken Bow 
Lake. The level of maintenance present in summer 2010 reduced the properties to a condition of 
disrepair, physical hazard, and potential environmental peril that places the status of Broken Bow 
Lake and the specific properties in jeopardy. It is likely that the activity commonly occurring at 
Panther Creek and Holly Creek includes illegal actions by some occupants. Proper management 
of the properties may displace some of those current occupants – forcing them to move to other 
locations. However, as long as that relocation takes those individuals to settings off state leased 
property, the state’s responsibility and exposure to liability has been reduced. 

The agreement between OTRD and the McCurtain County Commissioners requires that the 
county maintain conditions within the park areas at or better than those at the time of transfer. 
For the research staff, it was difficult to document those time-specific conditions from a date in 
the past. At the time of preparation of the RMP – summer 2010 – it was clear that Panther Creek 
and Holly Creek needed serious management intervention. This intervention would require 
pumping and cleaning of the vault toilets on property, general clean-up of the property, closing 
of some roads created by current users, and other interventions. 

A return visit to Panther Creek, Holly Creek, and Mountain Fork Park in November 2010 
revealed that the McCurtain County commissioners and staff had made significant strides in 
management and clean-up at these properties. These efforts included pumping and cleaning of 
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the vault toilets on the property, re-roofing of these toilet facilities, removal of several 
dilapidated recreation vehicles and camping units, and removal of considerable trash from the 
properties. Figure 4.1 shows the condition of the property in November 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Significant improvements in appearance were clearly evident between July 2010 and November 
2010. Some construction materials remained around the property at Holly Creek and Panther 
Creek. Further removal of these unsightly materials is desirable. 

Another improvement by November 2010 is demonstrated in the signage and clarification of 
management for these properties. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – November 2010 conditions at 
Holly Creek and Panther Creek 

Figure 4.2– New signs at Holly 
Creek and Mountain Fork 
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If management is continued by the commissioners of McCurtain County, specific standards must 
be identified in mutual agreement with OTRD for ongoing operations. Then Oklahoma State 
Park personnel must initiate a pattern of routine verification and inspection to assure compliance 
with those standards. The improvements achieved in fall 2010 show evidence of proper 
management by the County, but monitoring is essential. Management presence may also deter 
undesirable activity. 

Beavers Bend State Park offers the potential for several internships: such arrangements would 
enhance the labor force for the park and provide excellent learning experiences for future 
professionals. Panther Creek, Holly Creek, and Mountain Fork Park require regular and frequent, 
albeit erratic in time, on-site visits – and those visits may be expensive and time-consuming for 
permanent or seasonal staff. However, the presence of an intern on a frequent and regular basis 
would allow for better on-site management than is possible through the commissioners of 
McCurtain County. It is also possible that a Scout troop or other non-profit agency would be 
interested in having a “clean-up” day on an annual basis to improve the aesthetics of Panther 
Creek, Holly Creek, and Mountain Fork Park. 

Alternatives 

A. Revoke the management agreement with the commissioners of McCurtain County and 
resume management of Panther Creek, Holly Creek, and Mountain Fork Park while 
instituting professional management standards on site; 

B. Continue the management agreement with the commissioners of McCurtain County and 
institute regular inspection of these properties by Oklahoma State Park personnel; 

C. Arrange for a renewable internship with a university to provide a qualified individual 
whose responsibilities may include frequent and regular oversight of Panther Creek, 
Holly Creek, and Mountain Fork Park; 

D. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative B: Continue the management agreement with the commissioners of McCurtain 
County and institute regular inspection of these properties by Oklahoma State Park 
personnel. 

Alternative C offers several advantages and should be considered.  

 

Issue Statement 7: Closing of areas 
Considering current budgetary limitations and resulting staff limitations throughout Oklahoma 
State Parks, it is necessary to consider closing of areas. Agency leadership has determined that 
closing of entire parks is not anticipated, but closing of segments within a park may be necessary 
to allow for more efficient and economic operation. Beavers Bend State Park is not now, nor is it 
likely to be considered for closure. However, areas within Beavers Bend State Park could be 
closed to reduce the need for staffing, mowing, oversight, and other time-based practices. 

Park managers have struggled with methods for closing areas within parks. Oklahoma State 
Parks has successfully closed some facilities (for example, Wister Ridge at Lake Wister State 
Park) through the closing and locking of facilities combined with appropriate gates and fencing 
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for roadways. However, such closure simply means restricting vehicular access. People can still 
gain access to the area. 

As research staff reviewed each portion of Beavers Bend State Park, consideration was given to 
the following ideas. The rationale for these considerations included (1) seasonality of use, with 
intense use at times and very little use at other times, (2) current policy expressed in signs, such 
as “No Parking or Camping on Shoreline,” but without enforcement, (3) environmental 
degradation of areas (i.e. reduced water quality, erosion, litter, or destruction of habitat) caused 
by overuse, misuse, or sensitive environments, (4) safety for visitors in the event of high water, 
and (5) need for restrooms in closer proximity to use areas, but without possibility of 
constructing those needed facilities. 

• At Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake consider the following actions: 
o Consider one of the lesser utilized nodes as a possible relocation area for Group 

Camp 1 (Issue Statement 9); 
o Coyote – close the area for camping and restrict vehicle access to paved roads, but 

it is now being further developed and renovated; 
o Eagle – close the area for camping; designate the area for day use only and 

enforce that designation; close the numerous volunteer, gravel roads and parking 
areas; 

o Firefly – close the area for camping and restrict vehicle access to paved roads; 
o Grasshopper – close the gravel roadway that leads south from the boat ramp 

parking lot and do not allow camping in that area; 
o Hawk – but it is now receiving renovation funds; consider as possible relocation 

area for Group Camp 1; 
o Panther Creek – probably cannot be closed because of ATV and ORV activity and 

remote location; 
o Holly Creek – probably cannot be closed because of ATV and ORV activity and 

remote location; 
• At Beavers Bend State Park on the River consider the following actions: 

o Dogwood – limit to day use only; restrict vehicle access to hard surfaces only; 
o Elm – possibly close the area, but definitely consider restriction of vehicles to 

hard surfaces only; 
o Area between Elm and Fern – close to camping and all vehicles; 
o Grapevine – close to camping; restrict vehicles for day use to hard surfaces only; 
o Hickory – close to camping; restrict vehicles for day use to hard surfaces only. 

Closing of areas would require fencing and gating to limit vehicular access. Signs would also be 
needed to inform visitors of the rationale for closing certain areas. Once closed, an area may 
need some rehabilitation and restoration to encourage a more natural appearance. In particular, 
certain developed amenities would need to be removed. A good example of such action is in the 
area near the “T” roadway heading toward the marina or toward Deer and Eagle. Those tables 
need to be removed for aesthetic reasons. 

Policies are already in place, in print, and frequently in signs indicating “Camp in designated 
areas only” or “No designated camping” or “No parking or camping on shoreline.” Those 
policies must be enforced prior to attempts to close other areas. Credibility in management relies 
upon enforcement of stated policies.  
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Alternatives 

A. Consider the suggested actions as stated above; 
B. Prior to closing areas, consistently enforce stated policies. Then communicate the 

anticipated actions by taking agency responsibility for those actions. 
C. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative A: Consider the suggested actions as stated above 

Alternative B: Prior to closing areas, consistently enforce stated policies. Then communicate 
the anticipated actions by taking agency responsibility for those actions 

 

Issue Statement 8: Management of varying types of visitors 
As indicated in the RMP and addressed in Issue Statement 2, day use is different from overnight 
use and the two distinct clientele groups are not always compatible. In general, day visitors are 
more tolerant of the presence of campers than campers are of day visitors. That may be partially 
the result of the greater investment in equipment among campers than is common among day 
visitors, but it is also linked to a sense of territoriality. Campers have a sense of ownership 
related to “their” campsite. 

At Beavers Bend State Park, day visitors and overnight visitors have been incorporated into 
similar settings without distinction. This is particularly true around Group Camp 1, Acorn, 
Buckeye, and Cypress campgrounds, throughout the River Bend area (Elm, Fern, Grapevine, and 
Hickory campgrounds), and at various locations in Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. A 
dramatic example of this intermingling of use groups occurs around picnic shelters, as at Quail 
Circle. 

Several of the campgrounds are under-utilized much of the year and are marginal in revenue 
production. However, these campgrounds are over-used and densely packed on other weekends. 
These campgrounds could be converted to day use facilities, separating potentially incompatible 
use groups, while also being designated as special overflow camping areas for high use 
weekends and special events. Campgrounds should then be signed for exclusive use by campers. 
Such conversion could be planned for campgrounds in Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake, the 
River Bend area, and the central core near Acorn, Buckeye, and Cypress. For a period of time 
there will be a level of resistance from park visitors, but as time passes park visitors will become 
accustomed to the distinct zoning within the park. 

Day visitors need to be provided with appropriate amenities. This would include several new and 
accessible restroom facilities, without showers. In addition, day visitors need picnic tables and 
shelters, supported by adequate and appropriately placed parking. 

The location that will present the greatest challenge for separation of distinct user groups is in the 
Acorn, Buckeye, and Cypress campgrounds and the area surrounding Group Camp 1. It is 
essential that day visitors be permitted access to the area around the nature center, the Forest 
Heritage Center, and the restaurant.  
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Alternatives 

A. Design and develop specific zones within Beavers Bend State Park to separate distinct 
user groups and to provide appropriate amenities to each use group within these zones; 

B. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative A: Design and develop specific zones within Beavers Bend State Park to separate 
distinct user groups and to provide appropriate amenities to each use group within these 
zones. 

 

Issue Statement 9: Location/relocation of Group Camp 1 
A segment of the population using Beavers Bend State Park that requires special consideration is 
group campers, particularly when that group includes minors. Group Camp 1 is located in the 
middle of cabin guests, day visitors, and campers. At present, group campers often utilize the 
restroom intended for campers in Acorn, Buckeye, and Cypress, while campers from those areas 
are strongly discouraged (appropriately) from utilizing the restroom within Group Camp 1. 

Security for group campers is a shared responsibility between park management and organizers 
for the occupants of the group camp. However, circumstances in society demand a greater level 
of care when minors are present. As a result, lesser interaction between group campers and the 
general public is desirable. 

The only way to achieve separation between incompatible groups in this situation is relocation of 
Group Camp 1. Relocating the group camp would require reconstruction of housing, restrooms, 
and support amenities at another location within the park. The only option for such location 
would be at one of the lesser-utilized, less developed campgrounds in Beavers Bend State Park 
on the Lake. Such location would offer several distinct advantages. Most of these campgrounds 
in the lake area include limited highway accessibility, easier separation from incompatible use 
groups, and the lake environment – all desirable features for a distinct group camp. 

If Group Camp 1 were relocated, the present location could be converted to accommodate day 
visitors. This area could become a picnic facility, properly equipped with shelter facilities. It 
would also be supportive of the numerous special events associated with the Forest Heritage 
Center. Any CCC or other historic structures in the current location would require appropriate 
review as to disposition. 

Alternatives 

A. Review the need for Group Camp 1 and compatibility with a state park environment. 
B. If desired for the future, relocate Group Camp 1 to one of the lesser utilized, less 

developed campgrounds within Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake and properly equip 
that group camp; 

C. Convert the present Group Camp 1 location to accommodate day users at Beavers Bend 
State Park; 

D. No change – continue management as it is. 
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Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative A: Review the need for Group Camp 1 and compatibility with a state park 
environment. 

Alternative B: If desired for the future, relocate Group Camp 1 to one of the lesser utilized, 
less developed campgrounds within Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake and properly 
equip that group camp; and 

Alternative C: Convert the present Group Camp 1 location to accommodate day users at 
Beavers Bend State Park. 

 

Issue Statement 10: Re-think and redesign the River Bend area 
The River Bend area includes Dogwood, Elm, Fern, Grapevine, and Hickory campgrounds, 
Group Camp 2, the stables and the train. Group Camp 2 is presently managed by Little Dixie 
under contract to Oklahoma State Parks. The Group Camp functions quite well in its present 
location, with occasional conflict with other park users due to noise. The major issues associated 
with the present operation of Group Camp 2 are related to maintenance and appearance of the 
property. During the preparation of the RMP, it was unclear as to whether park personnel or 
Little Dixie personnel are responsible for the maintenance at Group Camp 2. 

One of the concessions operated in the River Bend area includes the stables, the riding academy, 
and the train. While the stables are compatible with a park environment, the train is an unusual 
component to be included in a state park setting. However, the train, the stables, and the riding 
academy have become fixtures at Beavers Bend State Park on the River. As with Group Camp 2, 
the major issues associated with the train, the stables, and the riding academy are related to 
maintenance and appearance of the property. 

Issues related to the campgrounds (Dogwood, Elm, Fern, Grapevine, and Hickory) include those 
related to maintenance and appearance of the property, but the serious issues extend to the 
design, construction, and operation of these properties. These campgrounds are in a forested, 
flood-prone area. That limits the available sites for construction of support structures and 
facilities and affects construction of roads and campsites in the area. 

These campgrounds are well-utilized during the summer months by campers and day visitors. In 
particular among day visitors, trout anglers make use of Grapevine and Hickory as parking 
locations to permit access to the Lower Mountain Fork River. Picnickers and hikers also use 
these campgrounds as locations for their recreational activities during visits to the park. As 
indicated in earlier discussion, this mixing of day visitors with campers is undesirable for park 
management. 

Redesigning and reconstructing these campgrounds would improve visitor experiences as well as 
reducing adverse impacts on the environment. Sites and roadways should be clearly defined and 
constructed to withstand the seasonal flooding. Restrooms, electricity, water, and other amenities 
must be carefully considered for each of these locations. Planning must consider the variety of 
outdoor experiences available for campers in the River Bend area. Those campers desiring a tent 
experience should be separated from campers desiring a camping experience supported by a 
recreational vehicle. 
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It would be necessary to incorporate some accommodations for day visitors into this area, 
particularly because of the train and stables within the inner loop of the River Bend circle. 
Parking for day visitors will need to support the anglers in preferred locations along the 
Mountain Fork River, hikers at locations permitting access to the trails, picnickers in locations 
designed and managed for this use, and for those visitors who use the stables and train. For those 
locations intended for picnickers, it would be necessary to include accessible picnic shelters, 
tables, and other support amenities.  

Alternatives 

A. Re-think, redesign, and reconstruct the River Bend area to accommodate day visitors, 
campers, and the various recreation experiences offered by this environment; 

B. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative A: Re-think, redesign, and reconstruct the River Bend area to accommodate day 
visitors, campers, and the various recreation experiences offered by this environment.  

 

Issue Statement 11: Pricing for instate and out-of-state guests 
Presently OTRD operates under a policy of pricing a given good or service similarly for all 
guests. There is no distinction in pricing of goods and services between in-state residents who 
visit an Oklahoma State Park and out-of-state residents who visit and enjoy the same facilities 
and events. There is a distinction in that the in-state residents pay a significant tax burden which 
then subsidizes OTRD and the state parks. As a result, the in-state residents subsidize the 
recreation experience of out-of-state guests. It is readily acknowledged that the out-of-state 
guests benefit the local economy with their expenditures. However, if a guest at a local park 
resides outside the extent of the local economy, the dollars spent by a resident or an out-of-state 
guest have equal economic impact in direct measures, indirect measures, and induced measures. 

Beavers Bend State Park enjoys visitation by a significant number of guests from Texas, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, and other states, as well as those from within Oklahoma. This pattern of 
visitation is likely to occur at a number of other state parks near the interstate borders and for 
parks that offer attractions differing from what is available outside of the state of origin for the 
guests. 

Many states have instituted a pricing differential to benefit in-state residents. For example, Texas 
requires vehicle permits for all vehicles entering its parks. Texas residents pay a lower price for 
the vehicle permits than do out-of-state residents – including Oklahomans who visit Texas. 

Tourism is a business that includes intriguing interactions between the host community and its 
guests. OTRD must sustain a positive relationship between its parks, the staff in those parks, the 
surrounding community, in-state taxpayers, and guests – some of whom come from out of state. 
Pricing of goods and services is a sensitive variable in that relationship.  

Alternatives 

A. Review the pricing of lodging and camping provided by Oklahoma State Parks with 
consideration for state of residence as a factor in establishment of those prices; 
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B. Consider implementing entry fees at premium locations within Beavers Bend State Park 
for all guests utilizing those locations; 

C. No change – continue management as it is. 

Preferred alternatives:  

Alternative A: Review the pricing of lodging and camping provided by Oklahoma State 
Parks with consideration for state of residence as a factor in establishment of those prices 

 

Issue Statement 12: Management of Islands 
The park property at Beavers Bend State Park includes several islands along the western side of 
Broken Bow Lake. The islands are accessible by boat and provide locations for day visitors to 
picnic and sunbathe in relative seclusion. These islands are presently limited to day use only, 
although discussions have occurred related to allowance for overnight activity on the islands. 
Such activity would significantly increase law enforcement and environmental concerns for the 
people involved, the island environment, and the water environment. 

Alternatives 

A. Change policy to allow for overnight activity on the islands within the boundaries of 
Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake; 

B. No change – continue management as it is allowing for day use of the islands. 

Preferred alternative:  

Alternative B: No change – continue management as it is allowing for day use of the islands. 

 

Recommendations beyond the Issues 

Recommendation 1: Entry roads and protective gates 
As discussed in the RMP, the entry roads into Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake are in need 
of repair. Further, there is a lack of clarity regarding the agency responsible for that road work 
and maintenance. The responsibility for the road work must be negotiated and clarified 
immediately. Then a plan should be established for that road work over the next several years. 

In addition, gates are placed at several locations along these roads to permit closing of one or 
more zones within the park. At present, these gates vary in quality and marking. The gates need 
to be substantial, properly signed, with reflective warnings. In addition, the gates are only 
functional if traffic cannot circumvent them by driving around the roadway. 

A related recommendation is the closure of numerous volunteer, social roads that have appeared 
over the years of park operation. These unplanned and undesirable roads encourage equally 
unplanned and undesirable behaviors from park visitors. In addition, the adverse environmental 
impacts from these roads are accentuated by the behaviors of visitors – fires, off-road vehicle 
use, compaction of soils, and such. 
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Recommendation 2: Entry roads and visitor safety 
At present, Highway 259 is a two-lane federal highway serving as the main north-south corridor 
for travel near Beavers Bend State Park. The volume of traffic on Highway 259 changes 
dramatically depending upon season of the year, weekday and weekend, and holiday schedules. 
On high traffic volume days it is quite difficult to make left hand turns into the park for visitors 
traveling south on Highway 259. Ultimately the design of the highway is the responsibility of the 
Department of Transportation. However, both exits to Highway 259A should have left-turning 
lanes to improve traffic safety. 

The volume of traffic at present does not warrant turning lanes at Stevens Gap, Carson Creek, or 
Cedar Creek. However, development of properties along Highway 259 has been rapidly 
increasing and such traffic flow may change in the near future. 

Recommendation 3: Bridges across Lower Mountain Fork River 
During flood events, particularly during 2009, several bridges crossing the Lower Mountain Fork 
River were lost. These bridges served foot traffic along trails in the river ecosystem. Without the 
bridges some visitors continue to cross the Mountain Fork River at their own risk. Other visitors 
are missing significant environmental experiences due to inability to access particular portions of 
the park. 

New bridges should be designed and constructed. These bridges must be resistant to the effects 
of flooding. These bridges will need to comply with appropriate aspects of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 

Recommendation 4: General clean-up of the park area 
During the multiple visits to the park property in preparation of the RMP, research staff 
identified a general appearance of trashiness throughout the park. This included paper, cans, 
glass, plastics, and other waste discarded by visitors. It also included old foundations, dilapidated 
structures, downed limbs, nondescript metal pipes and wooden poles, and a number of other 
human installations. Some of these items are hazards; others are simply unsightly. The park 
needs a general clean-up, followed by routine efforts to keep the area in compliance with 
acceptable park standards. 

The most dramatic need for clean-up was at Holly Creek and Panther Creek. Research staff had a 
sense of unsafe and uninhabitable environs at Holly Creek and Panther Creek. Trash, lack of 
maintenance, and derelict facilities had attracted undesirable users for purposes other than 
acceptable recreation. In addition, vault toilets are undesirable for several reasons. Immediate 
rectification was necessary and had been achieved during fall 2010. 

It is possible that volunteers (e.g. Scouts, environmental clubs, student organizations) may be 
enlisted to assist with the on-going effort to keep these areas clean. The initial effort will be the 
most time consuming, but each year such an effort is needed. Volunteers have been enlisted at 
other premier recreational properties: Beavers Bend State Park is a premier property and is likely 
to attract such a level of volunteer interest. 
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Recommendation 5: Policies related to invasive species 
The environment at Beavers Bend State Park is susceptible to several invasive species, including 
insects, diseases, water-borne or aquatic plants and animals, and other concerns. Policies should 
be considered related to (1) transport of firewood into the park by guests, with the potential of 
introduction or spread of insects and diseases, and (2) cleaning of boats and aquatic equipment 
before and after use on Broken Bow Lake. In addition to development of policies, interpretive 
programs should be implemented to communicate environmental concerns and pro-
environmental behavior to guests. 

Recommendation 6: Compliance with CPSC standards at playgrounds and 
playgroups 
Numerous playgrounds or playgroups are distributed throughout Beavers Bend State Park. 
Although research staff did not complete thorough inspections of these amenities, it was quite 
obvious that they do not comply with Consumer Product Safety Commission guidelines for 
public playgrounds. These guidelines include expectations related to accessibility as well as 
safety. Some of these playgroups and playgrounds are fairly old and cannot be brought into full 
compliance with CPSC guidelines. However, essential inspection and maintenance is necessary 
immediately. In most cases, the primary recommendation from CPSC is to assure proper 
surfacing under and around the playgroup. 

Recommendation 7: Marketing of cabin experience and amenities 
The cabins at Beavers Bend State Park are, for the most part, tightly grouped in a fairly 
congested area. Discussions with visitors to the park who were occupying the cabins revealed a 
common theme: “The cabins are too close together.” Parking is shared and congested. Noise 
from one cabin can be heard at others. Foot traffic from one cabin encroaches on space around 
other cabins. There is a clear sense of crowding and little seclusion. The cabins are marketed as 
offering the “quiet of the forest environment,” an assurance that cannot be achieved during 
summer months. 

On a similar note, the newer and accessible comfort station in Acorn, Buckeye, and Cypress 
campground includes coin-operated showers. No information is provided to campers prior to 
arrival or during registration regarding the need to pay for showers. Repeat visitors are aware of 
this circumstance, but first-time visitors are often surprised. Campers expressed a desire to have 
this information prior to their need to utilize the showers.  

Recommendation 8: Avoid confusion for the visitor 
Visitors to any Oklahoma State Park should be informed at all times while on property that they 
are within a state park. With appropriate branding of a state park, there should be an expectation 
of particular quality of service and a performance of particular behaviors. State park management 
should avoid confusing the visitor, especially in an area that includes multiple management 
agencies. 
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For visitors to Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake during summer 2010, one or more of the 
various campgrounds was likely to be closed for renovations. Figure 4.3 shows one such sign 
placed to inform the visitor of temporary closure. While it is true that the property belongs to the 
USACE and is leased by OTRD, it would be better to utilize signs that take direct agency 
responsibility for the property and associated activities. 

Recommendation 9: Over-loading of utilities 
Throughout Beavers Bend State Park, campers commonly utilize extension cords to make 
connections from their campsite to the nearest available electrical outlet, frequently bringing 
their own multiplex electrical plugs. They also utilize long water hoses to connect to the nearest 
available water faucet, often providing their own plumbing accessories to “split” the flow of 
water. As a result, utility boxes and faucets resemble “Christmas trees.” Such practices present a 
number of safety and management issues: overloading of the utility; trip hazards throughout the 
campground; and questions regarding payment for additional amenities. 

Such behavior is common in other parks as well – and certainly not limited to Beavers Bend 
State Park. However, such behavior should be monitored and corrected by campground hosts and 
park staff. 

Recommendation 10: Inappropriate traffic patterns at Forest Heritage 
Center 
Visitors to the Forest Heritage Center during special events become quite familiar with the 
property. As a result, a number of visitors, including adults and youth, gain access to the area 
beneath the building. This area is utilized for storage under normal circumstances and is not 
acceptable for access by the general public. Barriers, signage, and enforcement are essential to 
avoid undesirable incidents in an area that should not be accessible to the general public. 

A secondary concern is related to this access to the area below the Forest Heritage Center, but 
not dependent upon that access. Visitors routinely cross the road between the Forest Heritage 
Center and the area including the restaurant and nature center. This is especially noticeable 
during special events. Crossing the road at that location presents line-of-sight restrictions for 
drivers on the roadways and occurs at one of the most congested locations in the park. 

Sidewalks and crosswalks, with appropriate enforcement, are the only reasonable solutions to the 
foot traffic in this area. 

Figure 4.3 – Road closing at Blue Jay (June 2010) 
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Recommendation 11: Handling of waste management 
Beavers Bend State Park has a variety of public restrooms distributed throughout the property. 
During the park visitor survey conducted by Caneday and Jordan (2003), the consistent item 
yielding the greatest satisfaction to visitors in Oklahoma State Parks was clean public restrooms. 
It is essential that maintenance of restrooms be consistent, continual, and thorough. Among those 
restrooms distributed throughout Beavers Bend State Park are several modern facilities, several 
newer self-contained composting toilets, and numerous older vault toilets. Each requires 
appropriate maintenance; but that does not appear to be happening throughout Beavers Bend 
State Park. 
The most notable lack of maintenance was evident at Holly Creek and Panther Creek. Both 
locations required immediate and significant intervention in summer 2010 – and had been 
provided by November 2010. At other locations, vault toilets ranged from marginally usable to 
totally inappropriate. Access to the facilities is minimal, requiring walks through tall grasses and 
across varied terrain. Doors on these facilities are difficult to open, more difficult to secure, or 
missing. Interiors have been vandalized and lack the essential amenities to permit use. 

Visitors commented that they travel considerable distances from certain locations within Beavers 
Bend State Park to find a clean, usable restroom. Appropriate sites for restrooms are limited in 
several of the park areas, but where appropriate sites are found, the restrooms should be usable. 

Throughout the park, several sewage lagoons – oxidation ponds – are visible from areas open to 
the public. While those views cannot be “blocked,” access to these oxidation ponds must be 
limited for the general public and views must be as aesthetically pleasing as possible. Most of 
these lagoons have signs indicating that the area is not open to the public and frequently the signs 
indicate the presence of waste water. However, the fences for these lagoons are generally barbed 
wire and are inadequate to properly restrict access for children. Better fencing is necessary. 

Solid waste is handled through centralized dumpsters, with transportation to off-site sanitary 
landfills provided by contractors. These dumpsters were often full to overflowing throughout the 
times that research staff was on-site. The most notable problems were again at Holly Creek and 
Panther Creek, but other dumpsters also became nuisances in the park environment. A more 
frequent transportation pattern is necessary. 

Recommendation 12: Remove unnecessary installations/enhance access 
As indicated in the RMP, the area near the Broken Bow Marina includes picnic tables installed 
by the Army Corps of Engineers that are now overgrown and inaccessible for public use. These 
amenities have become eyesores and should be removed. The same situation exists at various 
other locations throughout Beavers Bend State Park on the Lake. Picnic tables have been 
vandalized; footings have eroded; and the amenities are now unusable. These items should be 
removed to avoid hazards and to improve the appearance of the park. 

If it is desirable to keep these amenities in place, an alternative for management to consider is the 
additional of accessible parking areas, strategically located to encourage use of the presently 
under-utilized amenities. 

Accessibility is an on-going concern throughout the park, with the aging of the population and 
the increase in number of persons with varying disabilities. Renovation during 2010 significantly 
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addressed accessibility related to campgrounds and playgroups. On-going issues of accessibility 
are related to certain parking lots, restrooms, cabins, and other areas within the park. 

Recommendation 13: Need for customer service training 
The research team spent many hours in Beavers Bend State Park throughout the year. During 
these visits, the research team encountered park staff and campground hosts. The park staff 
members were hospitable, courteous, and professional throughout the contacts with the research 
staff. The same was not common with campground hosts. Campground hosts play a vital role in 
the smooth operation of the park and are perceived by the public to be members of the park staff. 
Throughout the year in visitation to all the campgrounds in Beavers Bend State Park, three 
campground hosts were visible. Two were open to communication with the research staff. 
Campers indicated that they had no idea that there were local campground hosts and, more than 
once, noted that nobody had been in the area to collect their camping fees for two or more days. 

Every staff member – permanent, seasonal, and contractual – can benefit from customer service 
training. Some need it immediately. 
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Appendix A – New Deal Era (CCC) historic properties 
(Source: Weisiger, et al., Final Survey Report – Intensive-level Survey of New Deal-Era State 
Parks in Oklahoma) 
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